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EDITORIAL

La revue Alternate Routes est publide par les etudiants

gradues du departement de soaiologie et d'anthropologie de

I'Universite Carleton. La revue se veut une alternative

offerte aux etudiants desireux de developper une connaissance

critique et de partiaiper aux debats actuels dans la societe

canadienne . Reconnaissant les contradictions inherentes a

cette societe aussi bien qu'aux sciences sociales, nous

rejetons d' emblee les divisions traditionnelles du savoir.

Notre objectif est done de contribuer au developpement d'une

pensee originale qui ne s'enferme plus dans les orthodoxies

du pouvoir mais ouvre sur une vision radicale de la societe

canadienne. Nous invitons done les etudiants que concernent

ces questions a nous soumettre leurs articles .

Dans ce volume, les deux premiers articles 8 'adressent

au probleme des petits producteurs independants . Christensen

analyse la crise de la production fruitiere dans la vallee de

I'Okanagan en Colombie-Britannique; Myers, de son cQte, etudie

le dSveloppement des cooperatives d'Etat chez les Inuit suite

a I 'extinction du marche de la fourrure . Dans le premier

article publii en francais dans la revue, Sansfacon explore

quelques-uns des problemes relies a une lecture marxiste

du droit, en analysant une decision juridique . S 'attardant

aussi aux luttes en Colombie-Britannique , Edelson relate les

tendances dans les relations de travail au niveau des

gouvernement8 locaux et soutient qu'une alliance entre les

travailleurs des services publics et les consommateurs de ces

services est essentielle au syndicalisme dans ce secteur

.

Enfin, Robinson s 'insere dans le debet marxiste sur la division

entre travail manuel et travail intellectuel pour defendre

I'argument que les colleges communautaires Idgitiment les

relations politiques de domination dans le procea de travail.

Soulignons enfin, que dans la veine de notre editorial,

le prochain volume de la revue sera consacre aux articles

touchant les questions feminines

.



EDITORIAL STATEMENT

A Iternate Routes is a journal published by the graduate

students in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at

Carleton University . The journal offers an alternative to

students attempting to develop critical knowledge and to

participate in continuing debates in Canadian society.

Acknowledging the inherent contradictions in this society,

as well as in the social sciences , we reject the traditional

division of knowledge . It is our purpose to contribute to the

development of thought which is critical of conventional

science and open to a radical vision of Canadian society and

we invite papers from graduate students concerned with these

issues

.

In the current issue, two contributions deal with

independent commodity production. Christensen addresses the

crisis in fruit farming in the Okanagan Valley in British

Columbia and Myers looks at the rise of state-sponsored

co-operatives among the Inuit after the collapse of the fur

trade. In the first French paper published by A Iternate

Routes , Sansf'aeon explores some of the problems related to

a marxist reading of law by way of a concrete analysis of

a juridical decision. Yet another paper dealing with struggles

in British Columbia comes from Edelson who looks at trends

in management-labour relations in local government and argues

.for an alliance between civic workers and consumers of their

services . Finally, Robinson enters the marxist debate on the

division between manual and mental labour to argue that

community colleges legitimize political relations in the

labour process.

In line with our emphasis on provocative analysis of

contemporary issues, our next volume will be devoted to

papers on women.
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Aspects of the Crisis in Petit Commodity
Production in the Okanagan Valley

Erling V. Christensen

Petit commodity production in agriculture has been undergoing

changes since 1945, with the general trend being towards

increased capitalization of production. Co-operative organization

of production and distribution has enabled producers in the

Okanagan Valley to resist, to a certain extent, the encroachment

of capital. A crisis exists, nonetheless , in petit commodity

production due to a pending breakdown of the co-operative

structure as well as rising land prices due to speculation.

Les changements intervenus dans la petite production

agriculturale depuis 1945 ddnotent une tendance croissante

vers la capitalisation de la production. L' organisation

cooperative de la production et de la distribution a permis

aux producteurs de la vallee de I 'Okanagan de resister,

jusqu'a un certain point, a cet envahissement du capital.

Toutefois , en raison de sdrieuses difficultes dans la structure

cooperative et des hausses du prix des terres dues a la

speculation, la petite production indSpendante traverse

prisentement un etat de arise.

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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Introduction

Petit commodity production has, historically, been the

basis of agricultural production in Canada. Although this

basis has been transformed into larger capitalist units in

some spheres of agricultural production, it has persisted in

others. Consequently, much debate has developed in recent years

over the concept of petit commodity production and its role

in Canadian agriculture. In this paper, I focus on petit

commodity production as a specific form of production. My

argument is that, in the Okanagan Valley of British Columbia,

this form of tree fruit production persists, not as an isolated

instance that exists in spite of a changing capitalist economy,

but rather as a part of it. Its persistence is due, in part,

to the collective action of independent producers and their

complementary roles in the larger capitalist economy. However,

as independent producers in a capitalist economy they cannot

escape the imminence of class struggle. It is, in fact, the

contradictions inherent in their participation in the dominant

capitalist economy that are responsible both for their

persistence as independent producers and the severe crisis in

their ability to continue as such. These contradictions are

both external and internal. The internal contradictions become

manifest, in part, by a crisis in collective responses to

stave off transformation. The external contradictions become

manifest, in part, by the pressures on agricultural land by

state and capital.

The most important structural element of independent

commodity production in the tree fruit industry in the Okanagan
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Valley has been the co-operative structure known as the

British Columbia Fruit Growers Association (BCFGA) . This

co-operative structure developed as an attempt to protect and

rationalize an industry dominated by independent producers.

It has enabled producers to band together and to put some

logic into both production and marketing. The BCFGA has,

however, been unable to control marketing. It has to compete

with imports for the same market and, consequently, some

producers have split from the organization and gone completely

independent or have set up competing corporate structures. This

split in the protective umbrella of the co-operative structure

has created a crisis in both production and marketing in the

industry as a whole.

Another important factor has been the limited land

available in the Okanagan, a narrow valley, affected by

favourable climatic conditions not existing elsewhere in the

province. Some land has become available with increased

technological advances in irrigation and fertilizing, but,

as a whole, suitable land for tree fruit production remains

limited. Since land is at a premium for the agricultural

industry, as well as the recreation industry , reproduction

and/or transformation of petit commodity producers is contingent

upon the availability and price of land. In turn, these factors

affect the returns of agricultural production. There have been

attempts to keep the price of agricultural land at artificially

lower prices by putting a freeze on non-agricultural development,

In spite of land protection, however, speculation and rising

prices are reappearing, due to the pressure of recreational

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982



development as well as to. the inconsistency of the Social

Credit government in removing certain parcels of land from

the Agricultural Land Reserves.

These important aspects of independent commodity

production -- co-operative structure and land availability

and price -- have undergone some critical changes which have

created a crisis in both the industry and in the viability of

petit commodity producers to reproduce themselves as an

economic unit. As I argue, this crisis will accelerate the

contradictory forces affecting independent commodity producers

in a capitalist dominated mode of production. The outcome of

this accelerated class struggle is dealt with at the end of

this paper.

Petit commodity production

Agricultural production in British Columbia is generally

organized into small independent production units, relying

primarily upon family, as opposed to wage labour, a crucial

distinction in the production of commodities (Marx, 1967b:

548). In family production units there is virtually no

distinction between capital and labour. The producer owns the

means of production and is directly engaged in labour as one

aspect of the relations of production. Consequently, petit

commodity production has been seen as constituting an

independent mode of production. The conditions of petit

commodity producers are, however, such that one cannot talk

of an independent mode of production existing within a dominant

capitalist mode of production (Marx, 1967a:713). The merging

of labour and capital is generally thought of as a transitory



stage of development from feudalism to capitlaism, not

expected to persevere in any significant form under the

onslaught of capitalist development within an increasingly

dominant capitalist mode of production (Marx, 1967a

:

7 13-716;

1971:810,812-813). Herein lies the crux of the problem: why

has petit commodity production persisted in agriculture for

over a hundred years of capital development? Or, to put it

differently, why has agricultural production not been fully

"rationalized" within the capitalist mode of production?

There have been a number of recent attempts to develop

a theoretical explanation of the persistence of independent

commodity production and its varying rates of transformation.

For, while it is true that it has per sisted, especial] y in

agricultural production, it has also been changed and, even,

transformed, in certain areas and spheres of production.

Petit commodity production persists, changes and transforms,

'then, in reaction to pressures and changes in the dominant

capitalist mode of production. It has been argued by some that

petit commodity production in agriculture, or "the family farm"

is an apparition, or fossilized left-over from a previous time,

and as such, must be understood in isolation (Hedley, 1976:414).

Others argue that it is inevitable that small independent

holdings will become part of a large corporate or capitalist

structure (Burbach and Flynn,1980; Hedley ,1976a) . Such analyses,

however, have found it difficult to explain the persistence

of petit commodity production. They have been even less

successful at explaining the small holding's contribution to

and role in the larger economy. Some have even argued that

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982



scale is of primary importance and that "... large farm units

are necessary to allow efficient production of agricultural

commodities" (Flynn and Buttel, 1980:949). Agricultural

organization in Japan, Denmark and France, as well as certain

sectors in Canadian agriculture, however, serves to refute

that argument.

One of the more insightful attempts to analyze the role

of petit commodity production in agriculture is that of Susan

Mann and James Dickinson, who argue that the persistence of

petit commodity production is due to "... an excess of

production time over labour time..., labour recruitment problems,

a lower rate of profit, and complications in the smooth

realization of value in the sphere of circulation (1978:478)."

This appears to be the first clear attempt to provide answers

to why such forms persist. Mann and Dicikinson argue that it

is the nature of agricultural production which creates the

obstacles for capitalist development. In agriculture, much time

is devoted to "natural processes" of growth before labour time

is expended to produce value. During the intervals between

planting and harvesting, for example, neither value nor surplus

value is created (1978:472). They make a strong argument,

separating "unproductive" ("of value) production time from

"productive" (of value) production time. In computing value,

they take into account labour invested in activities such as

fertilizing and pruning, which create increases in production,

hence, in value, but they eliminate activities such as tractor

maintenance and shed building, which they consider to be non-

value producing labour. Such labour may be necessary to
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production but it does not "create" value.

The authors go on to link the possibilities of

agricultural production with the problems of circulation,

agreeing with Marx that, although the circulation sphere

produces no value, it is necessary in order that surplus value

may be realized. The speed of circulation, for instance is

important to capital; for, the quicker the turn-over, the

quicker capital is required to renew the process. In Canada,

however, this process is determined, to a large extent, by

climate which necessitates quick start-up of a new production

cycle. Nonetheless, circulation time is still of utmost

importance, especially in the sphere of fresh fruit production.

Certain agricultural commodities, such as fresh fruits and

vegetables, do not store well and require a quick turn-over

in order to realize the full potential surplus value. Purchasers

of such commodities are not likely to buy at prices reflecting

the cost and profit if the commodity is in the process of

spoiling. While other agricultural commodities have benefitted

by increased technology in cold storage facilities and

transportation systems, fresh products still pose a firm or

"absolute" limit for the circuit of commodity capital (Mann and

Dickinson, 1987:475; Marx, 1967b:131). As a consequence, capital

has been slow to move into the production sector in most spheres

of agricultural production. This limitation does not, of course,

affect food grown for processing and in that sector there is

already substantial involvement of capital.

Another attempt to analyze the persistence of petit

commodity forms of production in agriculture has been undertaken

Alternate Routes vol. S 1982



by Carol MacLennon and Richard Walker, who argue that the

number of "family-owned and operated" farms has been declining

and that the rural class structure is undergoing dramatic

changes (1980:22). Their contention is that a new "agrarian

bourgeoisie with roots in the traditional family farms" will

emerge from this crisis to create "a polarized structure,

dominated by a small but powerful agrarian bourgeoisie"

f 1980: 20) . The reason they give for the lack of corporate

or "agribusiness" development is, however, superficial. They

simply state that

industrial corporations do not want to be
bothered with direct agricultural production.
Big capital... has found it more advantageous
in certain crops to contract with small farmers
for their products rather than to invest
directly in production (1980:3).

They offer no explanation as to why this is so but, if their

argement is put into the context established by Mann and

Dickinson, there is, I believe, the possibility of further

theoretical development. The major focus of the argument made

by MacLennon and Walker is the changing rural class structure.

Illustration 1 is an attempt to graphically expand their

argument, the crux of which is that family farm production is

doomed to become a capitalist unit of production with a number

of these farmers/owners being proletarianized into a combination

of owner/of f -farm labourers. As we shall see later, however,

family farm production has options which will delay this

transformation, if not stop it altogether in certain spheres

such as fresh fruit production. MacLennon and Walker argue

further that increased labour productivity with increased

debt to meet the cost price squeeze (where the costs of



production, including heavy finance charges to banks and other

lending agencies, greatly outdistance returns to the producer)

will generate an increased reliance on wage labour at which

point the "farm is pushed to become a capitalist unit of

production" (1980:36). The difference between the development

of a new "agrarian bourgeoisie" and the integration of agri-

business into industrial capital is not exlained sufficiently.

Illustration 1

the changing rural class structure

(proletarianization of farm classes)

FAMILY OWNER OPERATORS

combination
owner/wage earner
in town

SION

small medium
farmer edged
out

family farm production
maintained through
increases in family
labour productivity

+

an attempt to solve
the debt-income squeeze
by combining increased
debt with exploitation
of a low wage labour
force

growth of agribusiness
+

increased mechaniza-
tion as a way of in-
creasing profits

\r
vertical integration
with processors, dis-
tributors and retailers
to maximize surplus
value .V
horizontal integration

4-

at this point the family
farm is pushed to become
a capitalist unit of
agricultural production

Again, this argument could be made more attractive if combined

with the argument made by Mann and Dickinson. This would help

to clarify the dynamics of production which encourages expansion

and integreation in certain spheres of production and

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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consolidation and change, which maintains smaller "independent"

units in other spheres. At any rate, both argue that capital

integration is not inevitable (at least into the industrial

sectors) for reasons which lie in the peculiarities of

agricultural production which puts obstacles in the way of

capital's need and development.

While it is true that petit commodity production has

persisted, it is also true that it. is in a state of constant

turmoil. Petit commodity producers are pressured and hemmed

in in every direction. Capital has developed control of

production at both the input and the output side of agricultural

production. The input level is dominated by capital in the

areas of seed and fertilizer production, pesticides, farm

machinery, etc. The output level is dominated in such areas as

processing, wholesaling and retailing, as well as in the

provision of transportation and storage facilities. This squeeze

on the "independent" producer has the effect of increasing

their dependence to the point where they can no longer control

costs and prices or returns on their production. In fact, in

certain instances and in certain spheres of petit commodity

production in agriculture, it can be argued that the producer,

far from being in control, is, rather, in possession of "sham

property". As Marx argues

(the merchant) buys their (the independent producer's)
labour and takes their property first in the form
of the product, and soon after that the instrument
as well, or he leaves it to them as sham property
in order to reduce his own production costs (1973:510).

This argument has been developed by Hegedus in his distinction

between ownership and possession of the means of production
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(1976:95). The producer may "own" his property but the

corporations which sell and buy from the producer may enjoy

a"restricted-ownership exercise" or possession of the producer's

means of production, labour power and product. The producer

has often been forced to take conventional steps in order to

survive such as increasing debt and attempts to increase

productivity. As Bernard Bernier has so convincingly shown in

his analysis of Quebec agriculture, however, scale is "not

a guarantee of rising income; for, the increase in productivity

is more than offset by larger increases in expenses" (1976:

431). The same can be said of increased labour exploitation.

As the percentage of labour costs goes up, so do management costs.

At a certain level, the economic unit will either transform

into a "capital" unit or it will have to increase labour

productivity by further mechanization which, in turn, increases

debt. This debt is not necessarily met with an increase in the

price of the commodity. Increases in debt are, in fact, often

an important stage in the transformation of petit commodity

producers or proletarianized labour (Marx, 1971:435-441).

Other attempts which have been more successful in maintaininj

independent units of production have been the development of

marketing boards and co-operative structures as mechanisms to

rationalize costs, production and price. These attempts help

to develop a solution to the pressures of capital upon

agricultural production. As Marx argues:

The moral of history... is that the capitalist
system works against a rational agriculture, or
that a rational agriculture is incompatible with
the capitalist system . . . and needs either the

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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small farmer living on his own labour or the
control of associated producers (1971:121).

What works specifically against a "rational" agriculture for

capitalism is the long periods of "non-productive" (of value)

time where large amounts of capital are tied up but create

no value as well as factors such as climate and soil conditions

which affect the production process and restrict the circulation

of capital. It has also become increasingly difficult to

exist strictly by one's own labour, due to the control over

the input levels by capital and to land prices which do not

reflect agricultural productivity. In response, many producers

have formed associated organizations or co-operatives.

Petit commodity production in the Okanagan Valley

Tree fruit production in the Okanagan Valley has long

been organized along co-operative lines. Since 1939, single-

desk selling (marketing control by one agency) through the

grower owned British Columbia Tree Fruits Limited (BCTF) has

controlled the marketing of tree fruits in that province.

As well as marketing control, the BCTF has expanded into

processing under the name of Sun-Rype Limited and into controlled

atmosphere storage under the name of British Columbia Fresh

Storage Limited. These companies all come under the nominal

control of the British Columbia Tree Fruit Growers Association

(BCFGA). The 2200 members of the BCFGA constitute the vast

majority of the tree fruit producers in the Okanagan Valley.

In the valley there are 2703 farms under crops and 91.6

per cent of these farms are classified as individual or family

owned and operated farms. Of the total number of crop producers

65.4 per cent are engaged in tree fruit production.
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Table 1

Farms in the Okanagan Valley

Type Acres % of growers % of land

part-time 2-5 22 6

small commercial 5 -25 58 57

medium commercial 25 -60 8 24

large commercial 60 plus 1 11

These farms are generally small in size and, for the purpose

of this study, are broken into four distinct categories (table 1)

With 80 per cent of all tree fruit producers farming less than

25 acres, petit commodity production is the most common type

of enterprise. These farms rely primarily upon family labour.

The average small commercial farm will hire five to seven pickers

at various times over a four month period to pick fruit as it

ripens. It is estimated that wage labour constitutes 20 to 30

2
per cent of the total yearly labour. Of the two larger

categories, medium commercial farms rely to a greater extent

on wage labour (estimated at 30 to 60 per cent of the total

labour depending upon a number of variables such as family size

and type of crop produced) , while the large commercial farm is

a capitalist unit of production with more than 60 per cent

reliance on wage labour. In my study, any farm requiring over

50 per cent wage labour is not considered a family owned and

operated farm (Mann and Dickinson, 1978:477).

The majority of production is destined for the fresh fruit

market, a crucial market if small independent producers are to

realize a price for their produce sufficiently high to allow

them to continue production. Fruit destined for processing is

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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designated as "culls", and realizes only one third of the

price of fresh fruit. The returns on processed fruit are,

however, beginning to climb, comparatively, due to huge

increases in packing costs of fresh fruit. For example, in

1972, packing costs represented 37.4 per cent of the total

returns on all fruit commodities. This proportion of the cost

has risen steadily and, by 1976, it constituted over 50 per

cent of total returns (table 2) .

table 2

British Columbia Tree Fruits Limited

distribution of the sales dollar

all commodities

% 30-

GROWER
— RETURN TO

NAKED FRUIT

PACKINGHOUSE
OPERATION COSTS

IGENCr «IUM1
• fWOOOCTIOM COTT»
taiiui acaimst iu.1

197«

Source: British Columbia Tree Fruits Limited Annual Reports.
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This has created a problem for the grower in that the price

of the commodity has not risen accordingly. The returns on

apples and pears, for example, have remained constant in

terms of sales value, and grower returns have decreased from

approximately five cents a pound to less than three cents a

pound (Select Standing Committee on Agriculture, 1978:10).

The combined effects of climbing costs and diminishing

returns has put the independent producers into a precarious

position. This problem is exacerbated by the BCTF's inability

to generate fresh fruit markets capable of absorbing the

majority of fruit produced. In certain commodities, the BCTF

has been unable to market even 50 per cent of the production.

A case in point is cherries. In 1978, only 30 per cent of all

cherries produced could be marketed through the association.

Consequently, much of the cherry production was marketed

independently on roadside stands, the alternative being to

have them designated as culls receiving a lower return. Vast

quantities were also sold to "fruitleggers" , or, directly,

to wholesalers and retailers.

The developing crisis in the industry's inability to

market all of the fruit production through the BCTF exploded

in 1974. After numerous demonstrations and battles with the

police, dissident growers put enough pressure on the provincial

NDP government to have marketing restrictions lifted. This was

done by instituting a farm income assurance program which would

pay all farmers who stayed in the BCFGA the difference between

production and marketing quotas when the need arose. The only

criterion for benefit would be marketing through the BCTF.

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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This development gave growers the legitimate right to sell

independently, but as a consequence they would be struck from

the BCFGA and thus not be eligible for assurance benefits.

Even though most growers did not opt out of the BCFGA,

independent sales were, however, not curtailed. Many farmers

play both sides of the fence, selling to the BCTF , in order

to claim assurance benefits from the government, and then

selling the remainder to "fruitrunners" from the Lower Mainland

and Alberta. According to government figures, more than 20

per cent of fruit production is sold outside agency control

(Select Standing Committee on Agriculture, 1978:24), although

some estimates are that up to 50 per cent of all producers are

involved in this scheme (Vancouver Sun
:
June 19,1978:3).

Certainly, fruitlegging has become a lucrative business in the

valley. In the 1960's it was common for a few people to arrive

with half -ton trucks, buy fruit and then travel to Alberta to

sell if from roadside stands. By the mid-1970' s, fleets of

semi -trailers were arriving to purchase 100 per cent of some

farmers' production in commodities such as cherries. The

fruitrunners would then travel throughout British Columbia and

the prairies, undercutting major retailers. This had the effect

of pressure being put on the BCFGA by major wholesalers and

retailers, who threatened not to purchase through them if they

did not control or clean up the industry. In fact, one of the

major wholesalers and retailers in western Canada is already

being supplied outside the BCTF. Kelly Douglas and Super-Valu

(a part of the Weston chain) is now purchasing from a newly

formed, independent corporation.
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Two dissident growers, Ronald Fournier and Graeme Nelson,

broke away from the BCFGA and set up their own corporation,

Black Sage Orchards, which sells directly to Kelly Douglas.

In 1979, this new corporation was being supplied by 75 orchardists

and marketed- in excess of 3/4 million pounds of apples to the

Weston empire. They undersold the BCTF by a sufficient amount

to enable Super-Valu to sell apples at twenty cents per pound

below its competitors' price ( the Province , October 5,1979:A2).

Safeway, the other major retailer in western Canada, is

contemplating following suit. The major saving that these

"independents" have achieved is in the packaging of the fruit.

Since, for example, they do not wax and individually pack

apples, they can realise a higher profit than they can on the

returns they receive from the BCTF. They can still sell cheaper

to the wholesalers and retailers than the BCTF can.

The long term effect of this trend will be to erode

industry protection of single-desk marketing. This, in turn,

will allow large wholesalers and retailers to play producers

off against each other. Potentially, this situation may create

a severe economic crisis among petit commodity producers in the

valley, one from which they may not recover. At this stage,

larger productive units will become increasingly viable and

necessary. And, with larger productive units, mechanization and

production for processing become possible.

The advantages of discord in the industry for capital,

whether processors, wholesalers or retailers, are obvious.

Discord allows increasing control and the merging of Okanagan

tree fruit production into a capitalist organized and

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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controlled market. This may allow the producers to remain

owners of their property but they will have lost more of what

they possess as a result of their production by losing the

ability to even partially determine price by control over

marketing. In order for that to occur, the protection that

petit commodity producers have provided for themselves must

be eroded.

A second factor creating pressure on petit commodity

producers in the Okanagan Valley is that of agricultural land

prices. The price of farm land in the Okanagan has been going

up rapidly, in spite of the freeze put on agricultural land

bv the creation of the Agricultural Land Reserves. These

reserves were created to protect agricultural land for future

use and thus to aid the survival of viable farm units. This

was seen as an important step in protecting British Columbia

agriculture. Prime agricultural land in the province occupies

less than 1 per cent of the total land area. Land suitable for

fruit production occupies only l/100th of 1 per cent of the

land area (British Columbia Land Commission, 1975 : 5)

.

Agricultural land is generally "lost" through three

related processes (Environment Canada, 1978 : 4-4) . The first

is through direct conversion to urban, commercial, industrial,

or transport use. The second is through indirect urban impacts

such as recreational development. The third is through economic

decline and uncertainty in the agricultural industry. In the

Okanagan, pressures to take over farm land are generally

related to growth in the recreation industry and urban growth.

Unfortunately for the agricultural industry in the valley,
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lake frontage, the most desirable land, is also prime

agricultural land.

Although the vast majority of producers support

legislation protecting farm land (Environment Canada, 1978:73),

organizations such as the Okanagan Mainland Real Estate Board,

various construction firms, and municipal councils frequently

put pressure on the provincial cabinet to "unfreeze" certain

land. Others, such as private entrepreneurs with known Social

Credit affiliation, have put pressure on the government to

take land out of the reserve. A prime example is that of Tom

Capozzi, a long-time Social Credit Party supporter, who

attempted to remove 1400 acres for subdivision into "ranchettes"

to be sold to retiring Albertans. He was so confident about

the successful outcome of his application that he went ahead

with subdivision and roadbuilding before a formal decision

was made. While still under protection, the price of his land

rose from $350 an acre in 1972 to $1750 an acre in 1979

(Vancouver Sun , October 27 , 1979 :A10) . This speculation in

reserve land is not unusual in the Okanagan Valley, nor in

the province as a whole.

The implementation of land reserves has had two immediate

effects: a rise in land prices for non-reserve land and demands

for exclusion of certain lands from reserve protection. This

also had the effect of increasing the price of protected land

since the government has been amenable to passing orders-in-

council to release land, upon request, bypassing the protective

commission. This made speculating in agricultural reserve land,

for eventual removal, quite lucrative.

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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Two related pressures developed on agricultural petit

commodity production. Further growth through the acquisition

of more land was stunted, and secondly, younger or new

producers were discouraged from entering agriculture. A number

of producers, being squeezed by an increasing price/debt

trap, became quite amenable to selling out. The only way

a number of producers stood to gain from their enterprise

was to sell out and reap the benefits of rapidly rising land

prices. Rather than attempting to discourage speculation in

agricultural land, the provincial government fed the

uncertainty of land protection through erratic approval of

apllication for land reserve removals.

Conclusion

The net effect of problems in the co-operative

organization of tree fruit production and the protected today/

>;one tomorrow land policies of the provincial government is

a crisis in petit commodity production in the Okanagan. It is

a crisis that has very real consequences for the maintenance

and reproduction of petit commodity production as the basis

of agriculture in the valley.

In terms of maintenance and reproduction, land prices

ire too high to encourage the upcoming generation of producers

to enter farming. Land prices further encourage the selling

of agricultural land to reap the benefits of high prices.

This may suit present growers, but it will have devastating

effects on future agricultural production. If the land is not

removed from production through sales, then it will likely be

transformed into larger capital units, either directly
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controlled by a newly developing agrarian bourgeoisie or

controlled by a hired manager on behalf of a non-farming

owner or corporate enterprise holding the land for speculation.

In either case, the land is removed from fresh fruit production.

The so-called "new agrarian bourgeoisie" will likely mechanize

and grow crops for processing since fresh fruit production

is too labour intensive to be profitable. Non-farming owners

may be expected to remove agricultural land from production

and turn it into more profitable parking lots or condominium

projects geared to the tourist industry.

The second aspect of the crisis in petit commodity

production, that of strains in the protective umbrella of

single-desk selling, has accentuated the attractiveness of

selling out. This occurs w"hen sufficient income cannot be

generated through' production. The crisis in co-operation in

the valley has the potential of accelerating the transformation

of production to larger units of production. It likewise has

the potential to increase the necessity of having to augment

family income by off -farm labour, if complete bankrupcy is

to be avoided.

There is, of course, also the possibility that the

petit commodity producers will weather this storm, as they

have others in the past. This time, however, they are beset

by other problems. The importation of cheap fresh and

processed products has cut into the industry's share of the

market and farm labour problems are increasing and will lead

to higher labour costs. Last year, the newly formed Canadian

Farmworkers' Union started organizing in the valley. This will

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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put pressure on the small producer and help accelerate the

transformation of the industry away from petit commodity

based productive units. Also, the costs of increasing

productivity through technology are growing at a faster rate

than are the returns on production.

In conclusion, the basis of the crisis of continued

existence of petit commodity producers lies in the relationship

between petty commodity producers and the larger capitalist

economy. Numerous pressures, two of which are dealt with in

this paper, are brought to bear on these producers. As a class,

they are waging a constant struggle with the larger capitalist

economy to avoid being swallowed up or proletar ianized. Their

long-term survival prospects seem bleak. They have always

been bleak. Historically, they have played a role compatible

with the needs of the larger capitalist economy and it is

far from clear that this role has ceased. Independent producers

have persevered, creating new solutions to contradictions

which in turn generate new contradictions requiring new

solutions. Their survival is due, in part to the nature of

agricultural production, and, in part, to the needs of capital.

It is not always beneficial for corporate capital to enter

all spheres of production.
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NOTES

The same climatic conditions which make tree fruit
production possible, also make this area a very desirable
place for recreational activities, including a
commodified tourist industry. Farmers and speculators
in the tourist industry are competing for the same
land, the price of which increasingly reflects the
higher prices that the investors in the recreation
industry can offer.

It is difficult to compare the exact amount of wage
labour with family labour due to the lack of compatible
statistical dat a .However , the small commercial and
part-time farms hire wage labour only at peak picking
times and during the rest of the year rely upon family
labour . The estimate of 20 to 30 per cent hired
labour comes from a comparison of Farm Labour Pool
data, census data and interviews with farmers. The
estimates for the larger units were somewhat easier
due to more permanent employment of wage labour and
clearer statistical data.

"Fruitleggers" and "fruitrunners" are terms given to
private entrepreneurs who come into the Valley, buy
fruit directly from the producers and then sell the
fruit to small retailers and on roadside stands
throughout the Western provinces. Since this bypasses
the marketing control of the BCTF, it is seen as an
illegal activity.
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Beyond the fur Trade:

The Rise and Fall of the Eskimo 1 Co-operative

Marybelle Myer&

This paper is a case study of post world war two state

intervention in the Canadian Arctic and the birth of the

Eskimo co-operative movement . The argument is that the native

co-operative is in the process of becoming a marginalized

institution in the face of the development of a corporate

structure consequent upon settlement of land claims. Specific

reference is made to Arctic Quebec where aboriginal title has

been settled although, it is argued, a similar process is

occurring across the Arctic.

Cet article analyse I' intervention etatique d' apres-guerre

dans I ' arctique canadien et la naissance du mouvement

cooperatif Inuit. II y est soutenu que la cooperatif indigene

devient une institution marginale face au developpement d'une

structure corporative suite au riglement des litiges sur les

terres. Bien que ce processus se produise dans tout I'arctique,

c'est surtout sur I 'arctique quebecois , oil des accords sur les

possessions aborigines ont ete conclus ,
que porte cet expose.

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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Successive waves of outsiders have wrought great changes in

the Canadian Inuit economy. Few analyses exist, however, of events

after the fur trade which has been of almost no significance since

the middle of this century. The focus of this paper will be on

the period of state intervention after the second world war, a

period marked by the rise of state-initiated native co-operatives

and the recent development of a corporate structure. Although I

refer specifically to Arctic Quebec, where aboriginal title has

been settled, most Inuit have passed through the same historical

periods to find themselves in a common predicament. In less than

one hundred years, the subsistence economy, in which production

was mainly (but not exclusively) for use, has been transformed to

one involving a mix of subsistence hunting and gathering, simple

commodity production, some permanent, but mostly casual, labour

and relief and transfer payments.

Although there were specific regional differences, the native

economy may be organised into five overlapping socio-economic

periods: (1) The Subsistence Economy which was based on hunting

and gathering and lasted until the latter part of the nineteenth

century (2) The Fur Trade and Mission Era in which trapping for

exchange was added to subsistence hunting and gathering and which

declined in importance in mid-twentieth century (3) The Develop-

ment of a State Structure after World War II with trapping and

subsistence activities being supplemented by wage labour and

government transfer payments and relief (4) The Development of

Native Enterprise in the form, mainly, of co-operatives which

expanded commodity production and opportunities for wage labour

and also succeeded in forging links of ethnic solidarity among
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Inuit and (5) The Development of a Corporate Structure which

resulted from the birth of Eskimo politics in the ?0's and

which has fostered the rise of an indigeneous elite.

The development of a state structure

Prior to the second world war, state interest in the

north focussed on the land (mapping and some communications

facilities) while the people and administrative functions were

handled by what came to be referred to as a "triumvirate,"

consisting of missionary, trader and policeman. Looking after

the education and health of the natives, the missionaries

functioned as agents of the state. In addition to their own

pursuits, the traders "took care" of the economic well-being of

the people, buying furs and extending credit (a form of welfare)

when hunting was poor. The police, present in the interests of

sovereignty, performed administrative functions for the state

(Rea, 1968:52).

Post World War II state involvement was drastically

cahnged and the three often-cited reasons for this are: (1) a

perceived need to expand sovereignty over Canada's northern

territories (2) a growing awareness of the resource potential

of the area and (3) an appreciation of the plight of the natives

many of whom were, literally, starving to death (Rea, 1968:55).

The Department of Indian Affairs and Natural Resources was set

up in 1953 and, as the title implies, its role may be broken

down into the functions of legitimation and accumulation.

"Indian affairs," which included those of Inuit, were dealt

with by the extension to the north of health

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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and welfare programmes in place in southern Canada (legitim-

ation) and the continued presence of the RCMP who ensured,

for instance, that children attended school through the

judicious withholding of social assistance (coercion). The

"natural resources" mandate of the department was fulfilled

through state investment in social capital overhead facilities

(transportation, electricity), a move which provided access

to resources and was, therefore, directly beneficial to private

enterprise. The state also undertook to stimulate local

economies through the exploitation of renewable resources and

the creation of wage labour for natives. One explicit, if

inconsistently adhered to, ambition was to encourage assimilation

of the native population into the western wage economy and life-

style. Gordon Robertson had this to say about the state's plans

for the natives in a 1960 speech to the Institute of Public

Administration of Canada:

The plan for educating the native both academically
and vocationally, is a good one but should not be
rushed. In time, this will permit the assimilation
of the native into our society and also assist
industry and government by establishing a pool of
trained personnel who are familiar with the north (371).

In spite of the fact that the native people were few in

numbers, dispersed across 40 per cent of the Canadian land

mass, unskilled and virtually all unable to speak either of

Canada's official languages, they were to be put on hold as

a reserve army to be called up when all other alternatives

had been put to work.

The provision of new services to the north meant the

building of schools, nursing stations, administrative offices
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and housing for imported personnel. These were usually

constructed at the site of the trading posts in spite of the

fact that their locations had been chosen to satisfy the

demands of the fur trade (access to ports, for instance) and

were not necessarily suitable to support large colonies of

people. There are now 22,300 Inuit living in approximately

50 towns across the Arctic, most of them comprised of no more

than a few hundred people. They are too large for their

population to be supported from the land and too small and

scattered to permit the development of viable local economies

or extensive internal exchange.

Movement of Inuit from the camps into the new administrat-

ive centres, mainly voluntary but in some cases coerced, began

in the mid 50 's and, in some areas, was not completed until the

mid 60's. The acculturation process was, of course, greatly

accelerated in towns. Earlier contact, with trader or missionary,

had been on a one-to-one basis and although biased, at least

occurred at a pace more or less governed by Inuit who decided

when they would go into the post to trade and who were, in many

cases, unable to speak directly to the whites. Change which

had been gradual and relatively non-disruptive under the fur

trade was now greatly accelerated and resulted, predictably,

in considerable social disorganization.

The first effect to be noted was the deterioration of

formerly self-reliant people into dependent people. The life-

style demanded by town living depended heavily upon outside

institutions. Although they were the numerical majority, Inuit

townsmen were an effective minority. They had once patterned

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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their own lives according to a biologically determined

rhythm -- a time for catching caribou and a time for making

clothes -- but town life was decisively patterned by outsiders

who had direct access to outside support systems. Planes and

ships began coming into isolated northern villages on a more

or less regular, though infrequent, schedule but nothing they

contained (mail, foodstuffs, equipment) was addressed to Inuit.

Their cargo was the "property" of the white residents who

administered it, at their discretion, to the "community."

Actually, there was very little feeling of community among the

Inuit who were family oriented and lacked a strong ethnic

identity. Simard (1972:18 et al., esp. Vallee, 1967) observes

that Inuit did not adjust easily to life in the new urban

centres but tended to resist integration through adherence to

their old camp identities.

Apart from the social disorganization attendant upon town

living, the development of the people as consumers and their

deterioration as producers was almost immediately evident.

Firearms had, by now, virtually replaced harpoons and spears

and the most significant material changes which occurred were

the move from skin tents and snowhouses into wooden houses and

the shift in dependence from country food to preserved food.

The trading posts expanded their stocks of imported goods in

order to provide for new needs which were generated from

necessity (as an alternative food and clothing source) and from

emulation of the transient white population. Increasing reliance

upon imported consumer goods led, inevitably, to the loss of

formerly necessary hunting and handicraft skills which had been
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passed, in apprentice fashion, through generations of their

ancestors. For the first time, Inuit became large-scale

consumers and occasional producers, providing for themselves

through a combination of hunting and trapping (for use and

exchange) , some handicraft production, wage labour and social

assistance. The latter was the solution most often resorted

to as game in the immediate area was used up and the town

population continued to swell through migration from camps

and improved health care.

Native enterprise: the co-operative movement

Potentially profitable, non-renewable resource exploitation

was left in the domain of private enterprise while attempts

were made to establish native enterprise in the form of co-ops

based on commercial fishing, handicraft programmes and, in some

cases, retail stores. A great deal was expected of these

co-operative ventures. As Arbess (1966:47) says, "the official

policy was that the Eskimo people should, with all deliberate

haste, have control over these organizations in all of their

aspects, and should regain their self-sufficiency." Statements

to this effect, and there were many, should not, however, be

taken too literally. "Self sufficiency" was used rather

ambiguously to mean that natives should exploit renewable

resources more vigorously than formerly in order to generate

a profit which would eliminate the need of government funding.

They were, it might be added, expected to do this with little

hope of generating internal exchange and in the face of a

massive deficit of social capital overhead facilities.

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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Canada's position vis a vis northern development has

always been marked by considerable ambiguity and it may be

speculated that the co-operative form of business was

considered the ideal development tool because it enabled the

natives, hence, the state, to keep one foot in both worlds.

Americans had forthrightly declared that the traditional

culture must be suppressed in the interests of assimilating

Alaskan natives. The Danes took the opposite, but equally

unambiguous, stance that Greenlanders , being inferior, could

never be assimilated and should, therefore, be helped to

become better Eskimos. Canadians, however, have waffled

somewhere in between, believing on the one hand that the

culture was doomed and the people must be assimilated and, on

the other, that they should be helped to live off the land in

ways which would not cause undue violence to the traditional

culture and the noble savage concept. Co-operatives, capital-

izing on traditional activities and values, were a felicitous

form, accommodating Canadian ambiguity by both "modernizing"

Inuit and enabling them to retain reassuring roots in the past.

As Louis Tapardjuk, president of Canadian Arctic Co-operatives

Federation Limited, sums up, "We're all aware that the co-op is

the best vehicle for joining the two activities of culture and

money" ( Proceedings , 1980:14).

Organization and economic impact of co-operatives

The first Eskimo co-operative, based on commercial fishing,

was set up in 1959 on the initiative of the federal government.

There are now 38active Eskimo co-ops across the Arctic, affiliated

4
through two Federations. Ten Arctic Quebec co-operatives
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(including one mixed Indian and Eskimo) are members of the

Montreal based La Federation des Cooperatives du Nouveau-Quebec

,

while the Northwest Territories' co-operatives are members of

Canadian Arctic Co-operatives Federation Limited, based in

Yellowknife. The Quebec movement has no links to the powerful

Desjardins Co-operative organization but the Northwest

Territories' movement has established some links with the

western Canada co-operative movement.

Combined membership figures (for the Northwest Territories

and Quebec) are not readily available but it may be safely

assumed that virtually all of the Inuit population is involved

in one way or another with their local co-operative. Member-

ship lists are, in any case, often not current and some people

use the co-operative and consider themselves members without

actually signing up. More revealing than compilations of book

memberships is the support given co-operatives in terms of

local purchasing. The pattern for 1976 in northern Quebec

may be seen in illustration one.

Since the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) and the co-operative

compete for local business in almost every northern village, a

meaningful way of evaluating support for the co-op would be

through a comparison of the money spent at each place. The

fifty-fifty split shown in the diagram below is so neat that it

is immediately suspect. The Hudson's Bay Company has consistently

refused to make its numbers available although Beaulieu claims

to have confidential information supporting this division which,

coincidentally or not, has been the working hypothesis of Arctic

Quebec co-op management for the past several years.

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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The competition between the Hudson's Bay Company and the

co-operatives is complicated. Although co-ops are native-owned

and have taken both official and unofficial steps to hinder

the Hudson's Bay Company from operating in competition with

them, most Inuit continue to support the "Company," their

loyalty stemming from their appreciation of its having been

around when times were rough to avert famine and death. Some

Inuit are also coming to realize the benefits of having more

than one source of consumer goods and, especially, more than

one outlet for their carving production. Only committed native

co-operators now talk about removing the HBC from the north.

Others complain that co-op prices are higher than the Company's,

and their merchandise inferior. Some threaten to sell all of

their carvings to the HBC if they do not get the price they

want from the co-op.

There is, of course, more information to be gleaned from

the diagram above, although space permits only a few further

comments. The tertiary sector is, as we might expect, dominated

by the state which provides 75 per cent of revenue, in the form

of salaries (34 per cent) and transfer payments (41 per cent).

The co-operative and the Hudson's Bay Company each account for

SO per cent of non-state revenue. Actual payouts by the co-ops

increased from $1.3 million in 1976 to $3.1 million in 1979

and although it is not known, definitely, how this increase

compares with increases in payouts from state and private

enterprise, it may be that the relative percentages have shifted

considerably since the federal government has withdrawn many of

its northern operations (in Quebec) and a new native-owned

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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employer, Makivik Corporation, has come on the scene. In any

case, the amount spent on salaries by the co-operatives cannot

be correlated, in terms of jobs provided, with that spent by

other organizations, especially the state, since the co-ops

have historically paid lower salaries than the competition.

To be meaningful, information on wage and salary payouts needs

to be supplemented with the numbers of jobs provided by the

various agencies, with account being taken of the fact that a

large percentage of co-op payouts would be for cottage industry

g
production of handicrafts. At the time of Vallee's work, the

state was the largest employer in terms of jobs but Treude

(1972:23) claimed that, in 1971, co-ops provided 280 permanent

jobs, "making them the largest employer in the Canadian Arctic."

I would estimate that there are now 500 full time jobs provided

in the whole Arctic co-op system. Unfortunately, the information

needed to make a comparison with other organizations is not

available, although a 1979 publication from the two Arctic

Federations maintains that co-ops continue to be "the largest

employer of native labour in the Arctic"

(

Facts S Figures , 1980).

State assistance to Eskimo co-operatives

In spite of co-op disclaimers, it is commonly believed that

there is an over-reliance by co-operatives on state assistance.

Vallee (1967:27,44) for instance, downplayed the Povungnituk

co-op's claims to have pulled itself up by its own "bootstraps"

(paraphrased) , suggesting that this was mere propaganda

designed to encourage people to support the co-operative.

Although it had a definite promotional value, it was also the
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serious intention and, for a while, the achievement, of

Arctic Quebec co-operatives to "do it on their own." In fact,

it was state policy that they should since, as I have mentioned,

state-initiated projects were expected to become self supporting

as quickly as possible.

In the beginning, state-owned buildings and equipment

were provided. State assistance also took the form of technical

and financial field personnel to train native co-op staffs.

Since the income of Inuit (who were mainly supported by welfare

at the time) meant that it was impossible for them to raise

sufficient working capital through the sale of shares or through

9application to private financial institutions, an Eskimo loan

fund (ELF) was set up by the state in 1953 "to make low cost

loans to individual Inuks or to groups for starting small

businesses and exploiting local resources" (undated hand-out)

.

Treude (1972:5) reports that the maximum loan available from

this fund in 1972 was $50,000, payable over ten years at 5 per

cent. In 1975, ELF ceased to offer subsidised interest and

went to the full market rate and there is now no ceiling on

the amount of individual loans.

Although the history of state financial intervention is

interesting and illustrative, I will merely touch on a few-

highlights here. Combined federal and provincial support

to Arctic Quebec co-operatives from 1963 to 1978 inclusive

was $7,242,000, of which the federal government provided 42

per cent and the provincial government 58 per cent. Most of

Quebec's input (73 per cent) was, however, in the form of

loans, while the federal government input was mainly (69 per
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cent) in the form of grants. There was, however, no federal

assistance provided in '64 and '65, a mere $10,000 in '66 and

nothing in '67 and '68. This reflected a basic disagreement

between co-op personnel and government project officers as to

how co-op affairs should be run. The federal government was

persuaded to resume assistance in 1969 and, in 1976, federal

inputs took a giant leap, from a $150,000 loan the year before

(to stave off bankruptcy), to $646,500. This was the beginning

of a five year plan to rationalize state financing of Arctic

co-operatives. Now in its final year, the plan resulted from

a study done by the federal government's Bureau of Management

Consultants (BMC) who concluded that state intervention was

necessary; for, as a result of growth and a continuing inability

to raise private funds, the co-ops were desperately in need

of working capital. The BMC group recommended a self -development

programme to be funded by a mix of contributions and loans, with

the idea, of course, that, at the end of the five year period,

the co-operatives would indeed be self sufficient.

In the early 70's, the affiliated Arctic Quebec co-ops

had boasted of diminishing government support and increasing

self-suf f iciencv. Figures compiled by the author at the time

demonstrated that, in four years, the ratio of state to co-op

support had been reversed. In 1967, the state provided 61

per cent of the co-ops' funding requirements and, in 1970,

only 34 per cent. If these figures were updated, it would be

seen that, because of the BMC programme, the trend has again

reversed, although not approaching anywhere near its 1967

disproport ion

.
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Much more work needs to be done to assess the signific-

ance of state assistance to native co-ops, especially on a

comparative basis since it must be recognized that there is

still a relative lack of social capital facilities in the north

where "the normal superstructure that undergirds business

ventures in the south is almost entirely absent" (Phalen, 1974:1).

Services are more expensive in the north than in the south

and stores must be resupplied by expensive air freight or once

yearly marine transportation. This means financing huge

inventories of bulky staples (flour, sugar, tinned goods) and

equipment (canoes, motors, ski-doos) which are ordered for a

year ahead and have to be paid for in advance of sales. Any

comparison should also take into account the fact that the

state has, over a ten year period (1970 to 1980), provided

$27.1 million to various organizations involved in northern

land claims research, but only $9 million over a twenty year

period (1960-1980) to all the Arctic co-operatives. This

amount should also be evaluated in light of the federal govern-

ment's budget for 1980-81 northern spending of $856 million.

Co-operative Activities

Co-operative activities fall into two categories:

(1) those involving the provision of goods and services locally

and (2) those involving production for export. In the first

group are included retail stores, oil and gas sales and

delivery, restaurant and hotel operations, recreation facilities

(movies and poolrooms), the sale of country food, and construct-

ion programmes. The second group comprises the production of
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furs for export, commercial fishing, the collection (and

formerly cleaning) of eiderdown, tourist programmes and arts

and crafts production.

Expansion in the first area is limited because of the

small and scattered market which prohibits internal exchange

and the lack of linkage between production and consumption.

Commercial production is for export, except in the case of

country food which accounts for only a small percentage of

total local sales. As far as expansion in the second area

goes, although ongoing efforts are expended to develop

exportable products, most have failed because of the high

cost of production anywhere in the north. Many things have

been suggested and tried (and are being suggested again)

:

food processing, component assembly, saw mills, logging

operations, tanneries and, even, the manufacture of ivory

surgical pins for orthopedic use! Ruffing (n.d:36) makes the

point (with reference to the Navajo Nation) that North American

natives cannot compete with "Asian sweatshops" and "are one

of the latest victims of the new international division of

labour." The manager of the Quebec Federation puts it more

simply: "Anything you can do in the north, you can do cheaper

somewhere else" (Murdoch , April, 1981).

In spite of the co-operatives' efforts to diversify,

most revenue continues to be derived from consumer, rather

than producer, activities. Beaulieu (1980:42) estimated that,

in 1977-78, 76 per cent of the total business done by northern

Quebec co-ops resulted from consumer activities, while only

24 per cent came from production. The most successful area
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of production is handicraft which has taken over from fur as

the significant trading commodity. The problem is not, either,

simply one of capital. The news has not been good even when

relatively large amounts of state money have been available,

as it has been for projects sponsored by the government of the

Northwest Territories. Garment manufacture at Inuvik has been

subsidized for years and although the producing facility is

capable of expansion, the market appears not to be. The other

factor is, quoting Berger (1977:11:39) "the wishes of the native

people themselves." The people complain of being relegated to

marginal status and say that they are not content to be shunted

into yet more handicraft projects. They recognize that arts

and crafts programmes will never be sufficient to bridge the

gap between development and underdevelopment. As the white

manager of the West Baffin Eskimo Co-operative (Cape Dorset)

said at a meeting held to discuss Eskimo art:

Due to the government's failure to develop alternative
industry in the north, there is an inordinate pressure
on talent in the north to make up for the lack of
development. Craft projects seem to be considered the
magic solution to everything (Ryan, in Minutes , 1978:48).

It is not surprising that Arctic co-operatives are popularly

identified with the arts and crafts programmes since this is

virtually the only significant area of production and surpluses

from carving and printmaking provide support for non-productive

1 2
and non-profitable projects. The arts and crafts programmes,

carving especially, have been expected to carry the whole burden

of northern development for Inuit.

Art as commodity

The carving programme is the major single source of
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personal income for Inuit. In Arctic Quebec, for instance,

out of the $3.1 million paid out by co-ops in 1979, $1,419,000

or 45.7 per cent of this was used to purchase carvings from

the local population. The purchase of other crafts would

bring this figure closer to $1.5 million, a figure which would

have been higher in the Northwest Territories, an estimated

$2.5 or $3 million. Until recently, the global significance

of income from art programmes could have been determined by

meshing purchase figures for the HBC and the co-ops. Northern

purchasing by private entrepreneurs has, however, escalated

considerably in the past few years, making such a computation

more elusive.

Although carvings had been a trading commodity for ten

years before the first co-op was incorporated in 1959, it was

the co-operatives which organized their large-scale production

and distribution as well as assuming some of the development

functions formerly exercised by the federal government. Before

the co-ops were organized, the Hudson's Bay Company was the main

purchaser and, before that, purchasing was organized by the

Canadian Guild of Crafts (Montreal), the institution responsible

for introducing the first Inuit art to the Canadian public.

The initial hope of both whites and Inuit was that carving would

provide an alternative to dependence upon trapping. It succeeded

in this to a remarkable degree. As Johnny Pov, an Inuk from

Povungnituk, said: "Carvings rescued all the people from the

wretched situation they were in. If they had to rely only on

the trading of fox skins, they would undoubtedly still be poor

today"! in Myers, 1977a:n.p). For the first time, Inuit were
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freed from eternal dependence upon luck and could expect, more

or less by their own efforts, to be able to secure a reasonably

steady supply of food. The significant thing was that they

could do this without major social disruption. They could

carve and still structure their own time. They could work at

home or on the land. They could obtain their own raw materials,

utilizing traditional relations of production. They did not

need to go to school to learn a new skill or to speak another

language in order to make their living. They could teach their

children.

From the beginning, there has been a direct relation of

carving to consumption. Inuit were not attempting to get rich

but to satisfy immediate needs. Peter Murdoch, manager of the

Hudson's Bay Company in Povungnituk in 1955, observed that an

Inuk, needing tea in the morning, would make a carving, sell

it to the Company and buy some tea. He might repeat this

performance in the afternoon when he discovered he needed some

lard or flour (Myers, 1977b:13). Brody (1975:173) also remarked

that when a carver needed $30, he made a $30 carving. This

still tends to be the pattern, with some carvers making very

large sculptures for which they might receive $1,000 to $6,000,

in order to obtain some expensive equipment such as a ski-doo

or boat. Peak purchase times for carving coincide with peak

buying times -- just before Christmas and just before sea-

lift in late summer.

Although there is great inequity in the volume of goods

exported and the volume of goods imported, because of the high

prices obtained for even trivial carvings, the transfer of
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value perpetrated through their exchange may not be as glaring

as that occasioned by the fur trade. Ruffing (n.d:29) talks

about the transfer of value that takes place fthrough unequal

exchange) when Navajo hand-made products are exchanged for

machine-made products. It is interesting to note that some

native carvers, quite unversed in economic theory, have wondered

why "toys sold in the co-op store, that are made in a few

minutes on a machine and break in a few days cost as much as

(they) get for a carving that took three hours to make by hand

and will last forever." Although Eskimo carvers can, on an

average, make $20 to $30 for a few hours' work and, unlike

their southern counterparts, do not bear any of the expense or

risk of selling their own productions, they must provide their

own tools and gather their own materials. Inuit consider this

to be the most onerous part of the work of carving since it

means, for instance, buying gas at more than $3 per gallon and

travelling many miles by land or water, to hack soapstone out

of the frozen ground. This becomes a family task although the

extra labour is not taken into account when the carving is

finally bought. Since the income from carving does not provide

for all of a carver's expenses, he must cover a part of his cost

of reproduction through the utilization of his own and his

family's labour to provide country food to take up the slack

between what he earns and what he needs.

Due to the institution of a a sophisticated marketing

strategy, Eskimo art has been a significant commercial success,

commanding prices far above that generally obtained for

handicrafts. Although the rate of growth has slowed down since
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the boom in the early 70's, sales are holding. There is,

however, a fear on the part of those involved that the market

will disappear or continue to dwindle when what is urgently

needed is expansion to take care of an inventory problem which

has been nagging for several years but took on acute proport-

ions in 1979. In general, there have been problems with

over-production, quality and pricing, the predictable results

of a non-selective buying policy.

Problems within the co-operative movement

Although the movement in Quebec succeeded beyond any-

one's expectations and was presented in the 1975 BMC Report

as a model of what should have been done all across the Arctic,

it has been bedevilled by several internal problems and

conflicts: north-south trading lines, the emphasis on

consumer rather than producer activities, the lack of infra-

structure and working capital, the assymetrical relations of

whites and natives and, perhaps most critical, the lack of

member support. The latter is a universal problem of co-ops

and is particularly telling in times of crisis. A. A. MacDonald,

from the Coady International Institute, attended the third

conference of Arctic co-operatives in 1980 and in his speech

to delegates identified the "unrealistic expectations of members

and disloyalty in times of crisis" as one of the factors

preventing the farmers' and fishermen's co-ops in Nova Scotia

from fully succeeding in their aspirations ( Proceedings , 1980:10)

Unlike the situation in which discontented producers

organize to further common interests, Inuit co-ops were formed
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on behalf of the people. They were deliberately introduced

by federal government agents as a mechanism of development.

In many cases, due to the difficulty of explaining business

concepts to non-English speaking Inuit whose vocabulary, in

any case, did not lend itself to economic explanations, co-ops

were implemented before the people really understood their

operation and implications. It took only a few appeals to

their desire to regain self sufficiency (what Vallee, 1967:42

calls"ideological calls to action") and the promise of lower

prices for consumer goods and cash returns at the end of the

year to convince people to join. In any case, in Quebec,

only twelve people were needed to start a co-operative and,

in the Northwest Territories, only five (Treude, 1972:6).

The attitude of government project officers charged with

setting up native co-operatives was thafthey would learn by

doing" and the consequence of this was, of course, a lack of

support when things were not going well, although a nucleus

of committed Inuit supporters did develop and joined white

promoters in spreading the message. Although they had a

definite ideological appeal, the co-ops' enticement of members

on the basis of promises they have been mostly unable to keep,

has been a source of much discontent. As Raymond Ningeacheak

(from Coral Harbour) said at the third Co-operative Conference

( Proceedings , 1980:8):

In the beginning of the co-op movement, the people
were told quite clearly that there would be

dividends from the operation of the co-operatives
to benefit their members. This was one of the major
points that was being circulated in the beginning of

the co-op movement. Unfortunately, it was given too

much prominence and many people expected too much from
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this point and not enough from the act of
co-operation and common effort that would
result from the co-operatives (as translated
at the meeting)

The Hudson"s Bay Company, with greater purchasing power, has

historically undercut co-op selling prices and cash dividends

have not generally been forthcoming from the co-ops due to the

inability of most to generate surpluses and their need to

14
retain them when they do.

Lack of membership support may reflect a deeper,

structural problem, the effects of which, I would suggest,

are now being felt in earnest. I am referring to the inherent

contradiction in an institution purporting to uphold tradition

(non-capitalist practices) while promoting change (in the

direction of industrialization). Grounded in tradition, co-ops

were, and still try to be, committed to making decisions in

"the Eskimo way" but, at the same time, they have been obliged

to link Inuit into an external market which dictates its own

terms. Inuit consider, for example, that anyone, regardless

of talent, has the right to earn his living from carving if

he so chooses. The co-operatives support them in this attitude

by buying anything from everyone. The market , however, places

a premium on talent and this has led to inequalities in

volume and prices on sales through the co-operative. There

is, of course, no option for the co-ops but to take cognisance

of the discrimination exercised by the market, if they want to

stay in business, that is.

The same process is at work in all areas of co-op

activity. A business vocabulary in Inuttitut had to be
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developed and this had the double effect of preserving the

purity of the language and modernizing it. Basic business

concepts and practices (profit-making, budgeting, cash

accounting etc) had to be taught; workshop activities

introduced; a nine to five workday instituted. By making

employees out of some Inuit and bosses/managers/directors out

of others, the co-op has also succeeded in bringing about

changes in leadership criteria. Sorting Inuit into better

and best carvers and businessmen, the new criteria of select-

ion makes it possible for younger men to attain authority

over older men and, as Arbess (1966:47) points out, the nature

of the authority also changed since that "expected by the

co-operative ... resided not in an individual but in his position."

Yet another acculturat ing effect of the co-ops proceeded from

their efforts to integrate people into the community, "cutting

across kinship barriers and religion and creating a solidarity"

(Treude, 1972:7).

Although the co-op has gone a long way towards cultural

accommodation, it has always been hard-pressed to juggle

prerogatives and there is evidence of a growing tendency to

put the priorities of the system ahead of the needs or wishes

of the people. When the carving market levelled off, for

instance, efforts (in Quebec) were directed at increasing the

consumption level and profitability of goods sold from co-op

retail stores in order to generate the profits necessary to

keep the system growing. Co-operative philosophy, however, is

that the system exists to serve its members, "a true co-oper-

ative excluding any provision for profitmaking in the general
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sense of the term" and being concerned, on the contrary, with

"providing goods and services to members at cost"(Braid, 1962:21).

The decline of the co-operative

Even though the Eskimo co-operative, a bastardized form

of state property, was not internally generated, as collective

institutions, all co-ops have the potential of assuming a

dynamic of their own and of achieving unintended or intended

political consequences. The prairie grain growers' co-operative,

for instance, became the basis for populist political organiz-

ation, whereas the maritime co-operative movement did not

achieve broad-based political support. The northern co-operatives

transformed the economic and social life of Inuit and sparked

a movement with strong nationalistic overtones. In Arctic Quebec,

particularly, the co-ops functioned as "underground governments"

(Thomas Sulluk, Igalaaq , September, 1980).

Co-ops in northern Quebec have always had a stronger

ideological content than those in the Northwest Territories,

the result of an informal movement headed by Andre' Steinman,

the Roman Catholic missionary in Povungnituk for many years,

and P.E. Murdoch, manager of the Povungnituk Hudson's Bay

Company in the mid 50 's and general manager of the Quebec

federation since its incorporation in 1967. Murdoch and

Steinman sold the co-operative as an evolutionary form, the

natural successor to camp organization and the logical vehicle

to bring Inuit into a state of equal participation in the

modern world. The frequently remarked evangelical flavour of
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the Quebec movement is due, no doubt, to the involvement of

the missionary and the ongoing appeals made to traditional

values (see Vallee, 1967:43). It is also due to the success

of the co-op in Povungnituk where people, once poorest among

the poor, now have one of the highest standards of living in

the Canadian Arctic. Inuit from this community travelled all

over Arctic Quebec to talk up co-ops, promoting them as a

way for the people to catch up with the twentieth century

and, at the same time, to regain their self sufficiency.

This was a message that had great emotional appeal for people

just beginning to realize and regret its loss.

The co-operatives failed, however, to legitimate their

power. Until recently, the co-op was the only organized voice

Inuit had but it was treated as spokesman only reluctantly by

the state who, beginning in the early 70's, began sponsoring

local Community Councils as representatives of the people.

These councils were a feeble concession to political power.

Under the guidance of government field staff, they talked

about garbage disposal and loose dogs but had nothing to say

on the larger issues of game management, education, land and

resource use or local government. It was, for instance, the

co-operatives which first pushed the issue of self-determination.

In Arctic Quebec, the Community Councils and the co-operatives,

at the latter's instigation, joined to petition the provincial

government for regional government status in 1971. They

succeeded in stimulating debate and attracting media and

official attention to the cause of Inuit self-determination but,

although a bill was drafted (and translated), it was never
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presented to Quebec's National Assembly.

The regional government proposal failed because of

federal government opposition, provincial government

inactivity and Inuit indecisiveness . The federal government's

initial reaction was to urge Inuit to join the provincial

Indian Brotherhood, a move that would have been welcomed by

Quebec Indians (then pressing their own territorial claims

within Quebec) since inclusion of Inuit would have extended

their claim to include most of Quebec's territory. At the

same time, the Quebec government was pressing its territorial

claims against the federal government. In 1962, Jean LeSage

had announced Quebec's intention of assuming what were then

federal responsibilities in its northern regions and, by the

late 60 's, the province was actively negotiating a take-over

from the federal government. The federal attitude was that

the transfer would be accomplished when the province was able

to provide the services and the people ready to receive them.

This meant that, for several years, duplicate federal services

and staff were in place in Arctic Quebec (a provincial and a

federal school, for instance), creating overlap and dissension.

It was probably more than enough to make claims of yet another

minority group seeking status most unwelcome.

The failure of Inuit to unite on the issue has been

cited by co-op advisors as the factor most responsible for

failure of the regional government movement. There were, I

think, two reasons for this. In the first place, as Williamson

(1977:175) says, Inuit "had always identified with family" and

lacked "a real ethnic identity." In the second place, although
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they were attracted by the idea of "being in charge" (for a

change) , they were unable to conceive of themselves as

actually being responsible for carrying on. Although they

were ideologically prepared, they lacked the security which

comes from experience and economic stability. Uneasy in

towns which had a history of only ten to twenty years and

possessing only weak links (through the Federation) to outside

support systems, Inuit were afraid of losing the state services

they had grown to rely on. They said they needed more time

to talk about it and to arrive at a consensus (the traditional

mode of decision-making) but there was no time. Predictably,

land and energy concerns forced the issue.

The contemporary scene: development of a corporate structure

Eskimo politics was born in the 70 's when land claims

were assuming some urgency and when the first generation of

town born and bred Inuit was approaching manhood. Political

and cultural organizations proliferated across the Arctic at

this time, often with overlapping membership as well as aims

because of the small population they served. Inuit Tapirisat

of Canada was founded in 1972. In that year also, given that

Quebec Inuit had refused to join the Indian Association, the

federal government set up the Northern Quebec Inuit Association

(NQIA) . While Arctic Quebec Inuit were still trying to make

up their minds whether to continue lobbying for regional

government status or to go along with the government's

proposal to set up "their own," Inuit, association, the

decision was made for them. Like the co-operative, NQIA was
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put into place, presumably with the idea that, once again,

Inuit would learn by doing. The state funded a willing group

of Inuit and NQIA was a fait accompli with headquarters,

operating funds and a mission: settlement of Inuit aboriginal

title in Quebec.

In 1975, NQIA signed the James Bay and Northern Quebec

(JBNQ) Agreement, the first significant treaty ever signed

by Canadian Inuit. Prompted by Quebec's intrusion into its

northern territories to mount the James Bay Hydro-Electric

Project, it is now law although it remains a source of great

controversy among Arctic Quebec Inuit. The 1977 referendum

was 95 per cent in favour of the agreement but 34 per cent

of the population abstained from voting in order to demonstrate

their opposition to it ( Gazette , November 17, 1980). Three

communities (Povungnituk, Ivujivik and Sugluk) , comprising

one third of the population, have formed a dissident assoc-

iation, Inuit Tungavinga Nunami (known as ITN) which continues

to oppose the agreement, claiming that the powers of attorney

which enabled NQIA to negotiate on their behalf had been

falsely represnted to them. They believed that they were

merely empowering NQIA to provide Inuit assistance to Quebec

Cree in their fight to halt construction of the James Bay

dam when they were, in fact, empowering NQIA to negotiate

settlement of their aboriginal title.

The agreement is complex but, essentially, northern

Quebec Inuit renounced claims to the land in return for

$90 million which is to be distributed under the aegis of

Makivik Corporation, established in 1978 as a non-profit
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channel to receive the compensation money and to create

profit-making subsidiaries to benefit all of Arctic Quebec.

There is growing disenchantment with the agreement and the

president of Makivik (and chief signatory to the agreement)

has publicly announced his dissatisfaction with it. Mean-

while, the ITN position is that Inuit are the rightful owners

of the land and that they must have a government "that can

make laws, be self-supporting financially, raise taxes and

claim royalties from any activities in its territory" (Sivouac

,

in Proceedings , 1980:21). They continue to refuse services

set up with agreement money, going so far as to boycott the

schools until an arrangment was made directly with the

provincial government, allowing them to by-pass Makivik 's

school board (Kativik).

Although it has been the cause of some dissension within

the co-operative movement, ITN has been supported by Federation

staff who are, of course, sympathetic to its aims. ITN does

not have a lot of money available to fight the agreement but

is attempting to raise funds to take its case to court. In

the meantime, the defiance of its members continues to be

signalled by a sign at the Povungnituk airstrip which reads,

in four languages, "Welcome to the territory which has not

been ceded, in spite of the James Bay Agreement."

Organization and activities of Makivik Corporation

All Arctic Quebec Inuit are shareholders in Makivik

whose publicised mandate is to develop profit-making enterprises

for Inuit and to protect their interests as an ethnic group
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(Makivik Corporation , n.d: 12). In other words, Makivik is

attempting, as are many third world countries, to secure

development without westernization, in spite of the obvious

fact that, as was pointed out in an official statement from

Inuit Tapirisat

:

Corporations are profit-making, thus forcing
natives into non-native aspirations. There is
only one real option in the corporate structure:
make money or be a failure. There is virtually
no aspect of the conceptual framework of a

corporation that has a counterpart in native
culture (The Alaska Native Claims Settlement,
1974:28-29)

Although it is too early to assess the kind of form Makivik

will ultimately assume, some initial trends may be noted:

(1) A focus on large-scale, capital-intensive enterprise which

employs a greater proportion of whites than natives (in part,

to avoid problems with organized labour). Although capital-

intensive enterprise may mean a higher return to capital

than is possible otherwise, in a situation of labour surplus,

the only justification for choosing capital over labour

intensive enterprise is the re-investment of capital gains

to create more jobs (Ruffing, n.d:41). Makivik does not,

however, appear to be making money. It has publicly

announced operating losses on several of its ventures and

its construction and fishing subsidiaries were recently

terminated.

(2) Makivik has considerable access to government and to private

loan money, the former in amounts not often available to

co-ops and the latter, never available.

(3) Although there is not enough evidence to judge the merits
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of their claim, the co-op people insist that, in many

cases, Makivik operations conflict and, in others,

compete, with co-op programmes. One thing which is

evident is that Makivik is hiring away co-op personnel

through the double attraction of higher wages and more

prestige. Although it must be assumed that dissatisfaction

with the co-operative is also a factor here, the co-op is

now in the position of being left with what has been

described as "left-overs." The rise of Makivik has meant

a diminished role for co-ops which are now considered to

be "guardians of the old way" while Makivik (the name

means "advancement") is in the forefront of development.

(4) One of the most significant features of the Makivik

phenomenon is, I believe, the exacerbation of hitherto

incipient class cleavages, with the emergence of a group

of natives who, combining political and economic power,

have achieved unprecedented mobility. Described as the

first Eskimo millionaires, they present a "successful"

image through the chartering of planes for international

travel, their working relationship with lawyers and other

white professionals and, generally, dressing and living

in high style. The native corporate elite does not, as

Inuit have always done, deal with subordinates (civil

servants and field personnel) but has access to the top

financial and political echelon (bank presidents and

cabinet ministers). They have clout with the mandarinate,

although not as much as they would like. They were invited,

for intance, to the Constitutional Conferences, but as
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observers rather than participants. Although it is beyond

the scope of this paper to argue the point, the Makivik

group is wielding class-based power and authority, reserving

decision-making and the lion's share of benefits for them-

selves and contributing to the marginal ization of the general

population.

Conclusion

It appears that Makivik represents a move into full-scale

capitalism which will mean, inevitably, marginal status for

co-operatives. In the struggle to reproduce itself, the

co-op has attempted to secure legitimation through ideological

appeals to the "Eskimo Way." This is mainly an unsuccessful

strategy for, while the past continues to exert an emotional

tug on all Inuit, there is, on the part of many, if not most,

a desire for "progress." Peter Usher expresses some surprise

that the native people show few signs of trying to negotiate

a different, a non-western, lifestyle for themselves: "How

come they didn't do something different?" Apart from the

fact that the tail seldom wags the dog, the answer has to be

sought, I think, in the kinds of options and models available

to them. We should not assume, in any case, that they share

our self-critical attitude towards western civilization.

Usher's position is, I believe, rather idealistic (he admits

as much) and the statement of Girvan (1973:26) relevant: "It

may all," or, at least, to a large extent, "depend upon the

level of consumption to which a grup should aspire." This is

not a psychologizing, reductionist explanation; for, aspirations

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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are part of the ideological baggage. It is, after all, in the

nature of contact that one group will be dominated politically,

economically and ideologically. Native aspirations as well as

the native economy have been undergoing changes since the days

of the whalers and there is no reason to assume that the process

will stop here, which seems to be what Berger (1977) and Usher

are recommending. Some of their recommendations are, in fact,

disconcertingly reminiscent of earlier state policies which

aimed to improve, but, at the same time, to preserve the purity

of Eskimo life. With obvious input from Usher, Berger (1977:11:

39) recommends the development of two parallel economies in

the north, industrialization and a native economy based on more

vigorous exploitation of renewable resources:

Processing and manufacture of locally produced
commodities could add significantly to employ-
ment and income. The chief opportunities in

this direction appear to be fur tanning, garment
manufacture, food processing, marine oil process-
ing, saw milling, log and lumber construction,
handicrafts and similar cottage industries, and
tourism. 17

What this prescription amounts to is a way of ensuring that

natives will never interfere with progress in the dominant

sector. They are suggesting, really, the re-invention of

the co-operative, ignoring the twenty year experiment which

has been in progress across the Arctic and the forces which

led to the creation of Makivik. They also ignore the limited

possibilities for internal exchange and the fact that profits

are in the non-renewable resource sector which gets priority

in terms of social capital facilities. Most of all, they

ignore "the wishes of the people themselves ."some of whom are
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demanding "progress" as measured against the western model.

We may idealire a subsistence simple commodity producing/welfare

lifestyle but there is little evidence to suggest that the

native people want this or, even, will accept it for very

much longer. The Berger Report is replete with statements to

the effect that people want to hunt and trap as they always

did. They also want jobs and we should not assume that, given

a choice, they would opt for the "traditional" way of life

over wage labour and the kind of social structure that goes

18with it. At the very least, one must acknowledge a complexity

of interests among native groups which, in spite of increasing

evidence to the contrary, continue to be treated as homogeneous.

Charlie Watt, president of Makivik, speaks for a large faction

when he asks: "Do they want us to become antiques?" ( Igalaaq ,

May, 1980). It is a rhetorical question, mirroring the same

sort of sentiment expressed by James Wah-Shee (in Pimlott et

al., 1972:125):

The oil and gas companies are doing exploratory work
in the north and in the process doing some damage to
the way of life of the native peoples... I don't think
we are against northern development .. .what we are
saying is that these changes need to be controlled
for the betterment of the people who live north of
60', not for the big corporations who control the
economy of Canada. We realize that we have an
abundance of natural resources in the north; we would
like to share those resources, but we don't like to
see them all shipped down south.

The big question to be asked is whether development corporations,

owned and managed in theory by native people and, in reality

by a powerful group in concert with the state, can reverse

underdevelopment. It seems to me that the answer lies in the

manner in which capital is obtained. There are not many sources.
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It may be generated internally but the barriers to this are

obvious. It may be obtained from the state which, although

certainly capable of creating an artificial economy, does not

have a good record. We have seen the kind of help it has

given native enterprise, enough to cripple, not develop, the

co-ops and enough to allow Makivik to hang itself. The third

source, and the only source which is compatible with some

measure of autonomy, is taxes and royalties (which imply a

political mandate). The co-op wanted this and the dissident

group, ITN, continues to hope for it. Makivik, however,

refused compensation in the form of royalties because it

"thought they wouldn't amount to very much" (Watt, in

Proceedings , 1980:57).

The conclusion has to be that Makivik, more state-owned

than the co-operatives and serving the interests of an

indigeneous elite, is unlikely to reverse the tide of under-

development. The state, it seems, succeeded in creating the

spokesman it needed, so that the universe could continue to

unfold as it should.

NOTES

Although some native groups have expressed a desire
to be called "Inuit" rather than "Eskimo," I have
used the term interchangeably. I claim as my authority
for doing so, several Arctic Quebec Inuit who inform
me that it matters more how they are treated than what

they are called. Besides, the topic demands at least

the occasional use of the older term. The word "Eskimo'

is incorporated into the official names of some co-ops
and "Eskimo art, "has become a household word, carrying
connotations not communicated by "Inuit art." I assure
anyone who might be offended by this usage that no

derogation is intended.
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2. There was some trading for specialities (soapstone for
making lamps, polar bear skins etc) but, since my
interest here is on post-contact developments, I am
deliberately glossing over the complexities of the
pre-contact lifestyle.

3. In recent years, some groups have either moved or
expressed an intention to move back to their old
camping sites.

4. There are also several Indian co-operatives in the
Arctic, some of which are affiliated with the Eskimo
co-ops. In the interests of clarity, however, I will
ignore them in this discussion.

5. The Quebec Federation, managed by people without a
co-op background, unamicably severed relations with
the Desjardins movement in 1970. Federation personnel
in the Northwest Territories tend, however, to be
professional "co-operators."

6. Over the years, numerous petitions have been sent to
government and informal campaigns mounted to stop
people buying and selling at the Hudson's Bay Company.

7. Co-op wages are geared to a standard of living consist-
ent with the Inuit culture but not competitive, although
the gap is narrowing under pressure from the population.

8. In 1979, Arctic Quebec co-ops paid out app . $1.5 million
for the purchase of arts and crafts.

9. This is still more or less the case. With only a few
exceptions, banks refuse to make major loans to native
co-ops unless backed by a government guarantee.

10. The information which follows is based, primarily, upon
data contained in Beaulieu, 1980:44.

11. Since this paper was written, a significant event has
taken place. The Quebec Federation now owns the pipe
lines, tank farms and oil and gas products in four
northern Quebec communities with the co-ops in those
communities acting as distributors. These operations
are expected to generate a healthy cash flow.

12. Their non-offensive nature makes them doubly attractive.
D.G. Smith (1975:34) makes the point that whites
selectively reinforce certain aspects of native culture,
i.e., "decorative handicrafts, story-telling and dancing,
which do not conflict with western values (nor compete
with western products!).

13. This point was raised to the author at a meeting with
carvers in Wakeham Bay, February 25, 1979.
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14. When profits are made, a non-discretionary allocation
of net operating surplus is made to a General Reserve
Fund (to provide financial stability) and, on the
recommendation of the delegates, the Annual General
Meeting distributes the balance in one or a combin-
ation of three ways: (1) declaration of a patronage
cash dividend (2) payment of a patronage share
dividend or (3) retention of earnings to invest in
development and to finance growing assets.

15. In an unpublished paper entitled "From Talking Chiefs
to a Native Corporate Elite," I have attempted to
trace the birth of a class system among the Inuit.
The argument is that the Makivik group actually form
a native bourgeoisie.

16. From notes taken at a seminar given by Peter Usher
at Carleton University, January, 1981.

17. It will be remarked that all of these are activities
which co-ops have tried and, for the most part, been
forced to abandon. Handicrafts and, to a lesser
extent, tourism have proven to be the only practical
ventures. I realise, of course, that the Berger
Report is more of a political document than anything
else. Nonetheless, it has had considerable influence
for which its authors must be held accountable.

18. It is interesting that the Income Security Programme
set up by the James Bay Agreement and which pays
hunters to live on the land to hunt, has brought the
response from some natives, not on the programme, that
they will not hunt unless they, too, are paid for
it (Murdoch, private communication, September, 1981).
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Sujet de droit et sujets de droit:

de la pratique juridiquc au pluriel

Daniel Sansfacon

Cet article s ' adresse au droit. II y est question de

discours juridique mais aussi de discours marxiste sur le

droit. Par I'analyse d'un exemple conoret de discours

juridique, I'auteur explore quelques problemes d'une theorie

marxiste de droit, suggerant principalement une decentration

du discours marxi3te , et propose une recherche ulterieure.
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This article deals with law and some problems in a Marxist

theory of law. Although many Marxian theorists treat the

law as being concerned with a uniform subject, the argument

here is that law, as a complex practice , creates different

subjects, not all of which may be equated with homo economicus ,

A topic for future research i3 proposed.

L'analyse marxiste de l'univers jurdique se contente

souvent de l'articuler a l'Etat conune forme necessaire de la

domination de la forme marchande fetichisee et par la de la

bourgeoisie. Inversement, les jurisprudences offrent un dis-

cours idealiste, coupe de la materialite des pratiques sociales,

qui presente le droit comme un ensemble de regies se develop-

pant sur la base de relations evoluant vers la Raison. Le droit

lui-meme par ailleurs rebute, par son langage formel, ses

technical ites , sa complexite'. Pourtant, le juridique est de

toutes les relations sociales. Pourtant aussi, l'imagerie

juridique la plus vehiculee, et apparemment la plus simple,

1
' idee de justice, est aussi, peut-etre, l'une des notions les

plus complexes.

Dans le droit, de facon indelebile, il y a d'abord le

sujet de droit. Si l'on peut dire "Nulla crimen, nulla poene
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sine lege", a plus forte raison peut-on dire sans sujet point

de droit. Or cette question du sujet est elle-meme rien moins

que fort complexe. Et si 1 'analyse marxiste du droit et de son

sujet a certes permis des propres, elle n'en demeure pas moins

gravement fautive. C'est du moins ce que pretend cette courte

et bien partielle etude, ou il sera question non plus de sujet

de droit mais bien des sujets du juridique.

L'univers juridique

Le juridique occupe une place particuliere dans la

formation sociale capitaliste. II se place a la fois dans la

societe, ou il regie les differends qui opposent les individus

entre eux ou individus et institutions; mais il se situe aussi

au-dessus d'elle en ce qu'il se veut le rempart de la legi-

timite (e.g. la constitution) et la representation (ideale)

d'un ordre ultime a atteindre. Qui plus est, le droit ne se

limite pas a regler un champ donn§ d'activites mais s'etend

a toutes les spheres de la vie sociale: depuis les relations

economiques jusqu'aux formes politiques, en passant par le

fonctionnement des institutions et appareils d'Etat jusqu'au

comportement individuel. Le juridique ne constitute done

certes pas un champ monolithique qui se pourrait aborder dans

son ensemble d'un coup d'oeil global et general. Bien au

contraire la sphere juridique ressemble a un molosse eclate.

Pourtant, la systematisation et la technique juridiques, dans

la forme du droit et de la loi, presentent un caractere unifie

sous les principes d'equite, de justice et de "due process".

Ainsi, il n'est pas rare d'entendre parler de faqon equivalente

de droit et de justice, comme de deux cotes inseparables d'une
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meme piece. Les reglements de litiges ou les assurances ju-

ridiques a la legitimite deviennent justice: que justice soit

faite ! et le ce*lebre symbole de la balance juridique de re-

apparai tre .

II y a la une premiere confusion: celle du droit et de

la loi, dont il sera question plus loin. Mais il faut ici

souligner qu'entre la loi adoptee par le legislateur dans une

enceinte democratique et la loi prononcee par le juge qui,

dans 1 'enceinte de la cour, devient droit, se glissent, a prime

abord, des differences. Une premiere se trouve dans l'acte

lui-meme: l'elu du peuple qui accorde son appui I un texte le

fait au nom, dit-il, de ses commettants . Le juge qui se pronon-

ce sur un texte et l'evalue "a sa juste valeur" le fait au nom

de la justice, dont un tiers l'a imparti. Une seconde tient

i 1
' impact et au contenu de la decision: l'elu accorde ou refuse

son appui, c'est-a-dire qu'il se pose publiquement en faveur

ou en defaveur d'un texte. Le juge qui tranche un litige ac-

corde un droit et/ou refuse une pretention de droit ou de fait:

il departit done des ODposants. Une troisieme difference

apparente tient a la division des pouvoirs: l'elu appartient

au corps l€gislatif et le juge au corps judiciaire, et si l'un

et l'autre travaillent de concert a batir l'ordre social, ils

n'en restent pas moins independants ; le premier travaille a

^laborer une politique de bien commun, le second al'appliquer

I la transformer - en "common law" du moins - a 1 'experience

de la realitg.

Ces differences ne sont rien moins qu ' apparences - ce

qui ne signifie pas que pour concretes qu'elles soient elles
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n'aient une efficace propre dans la formation des pratiques

sociales et individuelles . D'abord 1'acte. L'elu avons-nous

dit le conjugue a 1 'opinion publique, le juge au texte du droit

dans lequel se decouvre la justesse du legislateur, et la

justice par extension. De deux actes d'abord differencies il

ne reste qu'un, celui de l'expression sociale d'un pouvoir.

II pourrait bien ne pas s'agir du meme Douvoir cependant puis-

que , selon la seconde difference l'elu tranche pour exposer

publiquement ses convictions, alors que le juge decide impar-

tialement de la justice. Encore que justice et convictions

ne soient pas si eloignees au sens ou les convictions du juge

decideront du lieu ou se situe la justice. Mais surtout , il

s'agit du meme exercice social du pouvoir en ce que l'un et

1 'autre produisent, via des moyens divergeants certes , une

discrimination. Discrimination, nous dit la troisieme difference

entre le bien commun et les inte'rSts specifiques pour le

legislateur et entre justice et injustice pour le juge. Dans

un cas comme dans 1' autre cependant, cette discrimination

s'exerce a partir des representations faites devant l'autorite

par les parties antagonistes defendant chacune leur conception

de ce qui est et de ce qui doit etre. Voila justement ce qui

unit davantage juge et legislateur que ce qui ne les separe:

l'etre et le devoir-etre. Parce que munis chacun d'un mandat

- sur l'origine duquel nous ne nous attarderons pas -
, elu

et juge decident de ce qui est et de ce qui doit etre. Et au

nom de qui, sinon, en derni^re instance, du "sujet"? Car dans

l'un et l'autre cas, c'est le meme sujet qui git au centre des

preoccupations du legislateur et du juge. Ici, sujet politique
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et suiet de droit se confondent, indif ferencies et pourtant

sollicites di f fgremment ,
qui au nom du bien commun, qui au nora

de la iustice. En somme, le sujet est a la fois le sujet de

1 ' ir.teret general et des interets particul iers .

Apparemment done , et apparemment de fagons distinctes,

le legislateur et le judiciaire investissent le sujet. Mais

quel suiet? Le politique dit l'un; le justiciable dit l'autre;

et en derniere instance ils ne font qu'un. II y a la un discours

commun. Discours qui curieusement est commun aussi a certains

marxistes analysant le juridique. Ainsi, Pashukanis (1978),

bien que cherchant une analyse de la forme juridique dans les

relations objectives qui la fondent et qu'elle vient ensuite

regler, constate-t- il que le forme juridique correspond en

derniere analyse a la forme marchandise de l'Schange capitaliste.

En d'autres termes , la forme marchandise fetichisee par la

valeur acquise dans le processus d' exploitation du travail est

transoosee dans le domaine juridique via le marche. Dans la

forme iuridique, se revele le fetichisme du sujet porteur de

droits qui est libre d'echanger et de s'echanger, a valeur

egale, sur le marche. De meme , Miaille (1976) soutient un raison-

nement similaire. Selon lui, seul le concept d'une personnalite'

iuriiique pourvue de droits et libre de participer au marche'

pouvait permettre la realisation globale du processus de

production capitaliste:

En effet, le suiet de droit est sujet de droits
virtuels, tout a fait abstraits: anim6 par sa

seule volont6, il a la possibility, la liberty
ie s'obliger, notamment de vendre sa force de

travail a un autre sujet de droit (Miaille,
19^6:132)

.
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Ainsi, la ou les relations de production capitalistes se de-

veloppent, et la ou l'echange marchand est fetichise, il y

aura necessairement creation d'un sujet de droit. En somme

,

la categorie de sujet de droit permet "la realisation des

echanges marchands generalises" (Miaille, 1976:132).

Bien que de maniere differente, et inspire plus parti-

culierement des travaux d'Althusser, Edelman soutient aussi

la centralite du sujet dans le discours juridique:

L 1 ideologic juridique se denonce en dressant
son acte de naissance. Et son acte de naissance,
c'est la postulation que l'homme est naturelle-
ment un sujet de droit, i.e. un proprietaire
en puissance, puisqu'il est de son essence de
s'approprier la nature (Edelman, 1973:17).

C'est de la qu'Edelman developpe son essai sur le droit et

la photographie . Dans ce processus ou, en un premier temps

le droit nie le suj et photographe en niant son activite comme

artistique pour la releguer au plan d'une technique, et ou

en un second temps, le capital investissant le champ photo-

graphique et cinematographique , le droit reconnait un sujet

de droit qui cependant est le producteur, i.e. le capitaliste,

et non plus le "createur" i.e. le photographe ou le realisateur

- on reconnait ici les effets de denegation et de deplacement

althusseriens - il faut voir, nous dit Edelman, le cycle du

capital se refermer sur lui-meme. Ce a quoi on assiste ici,

c'est done a une "sur-appropriation du reel", e'est-a-dire

a 1
' appropriation d'un reel "deja investi par la propriete"

(1973:29-30). De dire Edelman, dans ce proces, "le Droit fixe

et assure la realisation, comme donne naturel, de la sphere

de la circulation" et simultanement "il rend possible la
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production" [1973:37). Le sujet de droit est done encore

1
' incarnation privilegiee de son interpellation par le proces-

sus de circulation, puisqu'il est constitue libre, volontaire,

propr ietaire , en mesure de contracter, e'est-a-dire de se

vendre comme objet sur le marche

.

Le problemat ique du sujet de droit n'appartient done

pas qu'au juridique lui-meme. Bien sur, elle y est posee en

des termes fort differents: en termes idealistes, theologiques

ou "socioloqiques" " . Ainsi, le sujet juridique y est ici un

sujet naturel, i.e. naturellement donne pour le droit soit par

la volonte divine, soit par la nature des choses. Ou si le

sujet est socialement cree, il sera dans l'ordre des choses

qu'une juridicite vienne regler les interactions humaines.

Que se soit dans la perspective marxiste ou autre, le sujet

occupe done une position centrale dans le droit. Mais plus

particul ierement pour la perspective marxiste, le sujet juri-

dique se confond avec le sujet economique. On essentialise

ainsi la forme juridique, e'est-a-dire qu'on lui donne une

essence qui est celle de correspondre aux pratiques econo-

miques, et encore plus, de les permettre meme. D'autre part,

on reduit la forme juridique \ son expression fetichiste du

sujet comme sujet libre et possedant une valeur (d'6change)

egale. Comme le souligne Hirst (1979:111), ce genre d'analyse

inverse en les repliquant les perspectives idealistes. De meme,

ces approches presupposent une efficace au droit non seulement

dans la creation du sujet juridique mais dans la regulation

des pratiques economiques . Enfin, ces positions ont deux autres

effets complementaires : elles fetichisent la forme juridique,
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i.e. en font une superstructure ideologique qui en soi n'est

qu'un "derive" des conditions in frastructurales , mais para-

doxalement, elles accordent au droit une legitimite qu'il se

pretend, a savoir sa capacite de definir le sujet et ses

comportements

.

Debusquer le discours juridique ne doit pas signifier

le reduire a un discours exterieur ni lui faire dire - ou

faire - ce qu'il ne dit ou ne fait pas. II ne s'agit pas

davantage de chercher derriere le discours juridique comme si

l'on cherchait a soulever un voile qui cacherait la "vraie"

realite, bien que ce qui est derriere le juridique serve sans

doute a le comprendre dans sa pratique. Nous en donnerons ici

un exemple, a partir d'une realite juridique, celle du "nul

n'est cense ignorer la loi", exemple qui ne se veut ni exhaustif

de la question ni necessairement novateur, mais qui cherche

plutot a introduire a une preoccupation plus vaste.

La connaissance du juridique

Le Code Criminel canadien'
3
dit expressement que "1

' igno-

rance de la loi chez une personne qui commet une infraction

n'excuse pas la perpetration de cette infraction" f a-19) .

C'est dire que tout individu est repute connaitre la loi. Mais

c'est aussi signifier que la loi ne se preoccupe de cette con-

naissance que chez 1
' infracteur : chacun est un infracteur en

puissance, mais la structure juridique institutionnelle n'a pas

a s 'assurer de cette connaissance chez tous les individus, a

priori, sans parler du fait bien connu qu'on n'enseigne pas

la loi a l'ecole. Certaines regies viennent limiter 1 ' appl ication

de ce principe general: l'age de juvenile par example - 1 'enfant
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de moins de sept ans ne peut "etre declare coupable a l'e'gard

d'un acte ou d'une omission de sa Dart" (a-12); l'enfant entre

sept et quatorze ans doit etre "en etat de comprendre la nature

et les consequences de sa conduite et de juger qu ' i 1 agissait

mal" (a-13) -
, ou les cas d'alienation mentale (a-16) ou de

deficience mentale (a-2) . Hormis ces restrictions, le principe

de la connaissance du droit est assuietti a certaines con-

traintes. On doit d'abord distinguer les formes de connais-

sance et ensuite s'assurer de la possibilite materielle, pour

4
l'individu, de connaitre.

1. Les formes de connaissance

La connaissance constitue bien sur un evenement factuel,

mesurable. Ou bien l'individu connait, ou bien il ne connait

pas. Cette dichotomie ne rend certes pas compte des niveaux

de qualite" de la connaissance. Le droit ne demande pas a l'in-

dividu de connaitre les subtilit^s, les interpretations de la

loi. Pourtant , on le sait, ces memes subtilites ou interpre-

tations peuvent decider de la culpabilite ou de 1' innocence.

Le droit n'est-il pas d'ailleurs ainsi fait que le r£sultat

d'un litige n'est jamais connu a 1
' avance ? Quoiqu'il en soit,

le droit n'exige du sujet que l'effort diligent qu'il est en

mesure de faire, pour connaitre les lois que le Parlement

adopte.

A l'aide d'une situation quelque peu diff€rente, on peut

decouvrir les formes de connaissance que souleve le tribunal.

Le Code Criminel prevoit a l'article 21, qu'"est partie a une

infraction quiconque... b) accomplit ou omet d'accomplir

quelque chose en vue d'aider quelqu'un a la commettre" (nous
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soulignons - D.S.). Cet article peut etre invoque pour signi-

fier que l'accuse aurait du, avait les moyens de connaitre la

loi, et que son ignorance a permis la commission d'une infrac-

tion. R. v Woolworth souleve ce point. Sans entrer dans les

details de l'affaire, precisons qu'une infraction a ete com-

mise par deux individus qui avaient conclu une entente avec

un magasin Woolworth de Toronto, pour vendre, dans le magasin,

des stylos a bille, moyennant une ristourne de trente pour

cent a la compagnie. Condamnee en premiere instance sous pre-

texte, entre autres, que la compagnie "aurait du savoir" ce

qui se passait dans son magasin, le tribunal d'appel rejette

les motifs, recoit l'appel et casse le jugement. II stipule

dans son jugement que l'on doit distinguer entre une connais-

sance de fait qu'une infraction est commise, une connaissance

irresDonsable ou, malgre sa connaissance, le sujet ne s'assure

pas de ses fondements ni n'informe d'autres autorites compe-

tentes de cette connaissance, et finalement une connaissance

constructive, ou l'individu ne savait pas mais avait la possi-

bility, sinon le devoir, de connaitre. Si les deux premieres

formes relevent immediatement de la norme juridique, la

troisieme, la "connaissance constructive" ne constitue tout

simplement pas un cas de droit ( R. v Woolworth, loc . cit.:

30) . C'est cette seule forme de connaissance qu'aurait pu

avoir Woolworth des delits commis sur sa propriete et le tri-

bunal affirme ne pouvoir en tenir compte.

Dans le cas de la connaissance de la loi, seules les

deux premieres formes existent. La connaissance de fait est

une connaissance postulee chez tous les individus, sous respect
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des contraintes d'ordre legal. Ouant 1 la connaissance irres-

ponsable, on parlera ici d'un sujet qui, croyant qu'existe

une loi, commet un acte, sans s'etre assure qu'existe cette

loi, et l'enfreint ainsi.

Z. La connaissance rip la lni

Le cas de R. v Catholique (1980) expl ique 1
' element

materiel de la connaissance et renferme aussi la question de la

connaissance constructive. Ici, un individu est condamne a la

peine maximale (six semaines d' emprisonnement) , pour avoir

enfreint un reolement local - le ''Snowdrift Liquor Prohibition

Regulations Act" - concernant la nossession de boissons al-

coolisees sur le territoire de Snowdrift aux Territoires du

N'ord Ouest .Pendant son emprisonnement , 1' individu rencontre

un avocat oui lui suggere d'en apneler de la sentence. La cour

d'aupel constate alors que cette legislation n'a pas ete pro-

premer.t oubliee par le Conseil leqislatif, et qu'il est, des

lors, inacceptable en droit, "qu 'une personne soit condamnee,

punie, et Derde sa liberte personnelle par une sentence d'em-

prisonnement ,
pour avoir enfreint un reglement dont elle

Q

n'avait ni connaissance ni avis a ce moment." II appert

clairement ici qu'un individu doit faire des efforts nomaux

Dour connaltre la loi, - la connaissance du droit, a contrario

de celie d'une infraction, est done necessairement construc-

tive - mai? jue ceci implique aussi que le legislateur s'assure

que les lois sont publiees correctement et qu'une p£riode

temps est accordee aux individus pour prendre connaissance

de la loi .ivant qu'elle ne prenne effet.

Nous avons done la totality du principe: Ignorantia
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facti excusat, Ignorantia juris non excusat. D'une part, le

sujet ne peut construire sa connaissance de la loi que si les

circonstances le lui permettent. Le legislateur doit fournir

au sujet la possibilite de prendre connaissance des lois: par

une publication dans une Gazette officielle par exemple. Ce

qui nous met ici en presence du sujet-Etat, qui devient sujet-

de-droit. De plus, le suj et-individu beneficie d'une autre

possibilite: s'il a fait effort diligent pour connaitre la loi,

peut-on lui tenir rigueur d'une infraction commise, autrement

dit, y a-t-il infraction? R. v Maclean (1974) repond par la

negative. Dans ce cas en effet, la cour maintient que l'indivi-

du, ayant demontre sa bonne volonte, ayant tente de construire,

par les canaux usuels, sa connaissance de la loi, ne peut etre

accuse d'une infraction puisque depourvu de mens rea, d'inten-

9 V V
tion coupable. Cette autre exception a la regie generale ne

peut etre invoquee constamment sous peine de rendre inoperant

le droit, ni ne peut etre invoquee en toutes circonstances;

certaines infractions ou une responsabilite generale suffit

a demontrer la culpabilite ne pretent pas a une telle excuse.

Cette autre exception souleve ici le probleme de 1' inter-

pretation du droittc'est par le travail interpretatif des juges

que la loi devient droit, i.e. que les intentions du legisla-

teur sont accordees aux conditions concretes de la volonte

collective. Autrement dit, les individus, meme connaissant une

loi, peuvent commettre une infraction qui n'en sera finalement

une qu ' a la loi et non au droit, en raison d'une part de leur

volonte de connaitre la loi et d'autre part de 1
' interpretation

du droit. Ce qui aioute force au precepte imperieux pour le
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que l'acte legislatif, s'il definit les bornes de l'interet

general, ne peut , en droit commun, specifier toutes les regies

et toutes les applications de ces regies qu'il adopte. Le

travail de la cour pourvoiera justement & ces lacunes - qui

n'en sont pas. Et c'est dans ce travail juridique que la loi

devient droit. C'est aussi dans ce travail que le sujet poli-

tique devient sujet de droit, pour utiliser le langage theo-

rioue deja mentionne.

Nous verrons , 4 nartir d'un extrait d'un discours juri-

dique, que la coherence interne de ces raisonnements logiques

n'est pas de toute rigueur, que le discours apparemment evi-

dent contient sa propre opacite, et surtout que le sujet de

droit n'est plus un mais multiple.

Les sujets du juridique

Le juridique parle. II se parle k lui-meme d'abord:

il definit, dans sa pratique, les conditions de sa reproduc-

tion. II parle aux sujets: a l'Etat qu'il interpelle comme

son fondateur, lui rappelant aussi les bornes a respecter; aux

suiets qu'il pretend souverains et qu'il limite. II parle en-

fin d'un sujet: celui de l'ordre a maintenir comme ordre pu-

blique indispensable. Mais ces locuteurs ne sont pas iden-

tiques. Pas davantage d'ailleurs que les sujets (matieres) de

12
leurs discours. Ainsi cet extrait de R. v Maclean:

It is true that on occasion the word legis has
been substituted for juris and the maxim (Igno-
rantia... - D.S.) does apply to that kind of law,
but only when the lex, i.e. the positive command
of the Prince or Legislature, has entered into
the realm of jus, i.e., the realm of legal right
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and obligation generally. This distinction...
has become obscured in common law countries by
the lack of appropriate legal terminology and
the consequent use of "law" for the entire field.
Lex becomes part of jus by promulgation and assi-
milation. For if an enactment is notably at odds
with general notions of justice it usually suffers
considerable attrition in judicial and other
leeal interpretations until its rough edges have
been smoothed down enough to fit into the general
plan. The point of noting this however is that
it again accentuates the need in justice to give
publicity to an enactment ... if the subject is
to be required to conform himself to it.

Un discours demembre

Les acteurs sont campes , ici, comme membres d'un seul et meme

processus: d'une part les elements abstraits, lex et jus, la

loi et le droit, d'autre part les sujets qui sont determines

et determinants de ces elements, a savoir l'Etat, le tribunal,

l'individu. La loi, lex, c'est la volonte du Prince, son acti-

vity legislative democratique en tant qu'elu par le peuple;

la loi devrait done exprimer la volonte du peuple. Le droit,

jus, c'est la justice faite, c'est l'activite juridique rendue

conforme a la volonte du peuple, ce "plan general" ou s'exer-

cent les grandes idees d'egalite, de liberte. D'une certaine

fa<;on, le discours pose ici le probleme de l'etre et du devoir-

etre. Peut-on dire que "lex" est l'etre, le fait, et que "jus"

est le devoir-etre? Une reponse affirmative est tentante puis-

qu'en effet, la loi demeure un outil imparfait en face du

devoir-etre, la valeur ,realise"e dans le droit. Mais le devoir-

etre realise dans le droit devient fait, et le tribunal nous

dit justement que l'activite du juge consiste a effectuer ce

passage. De plus, ce devoir-etre, le jus, correspond-il vraiment

a la volonte collective, aux valeurs des individus qui forment
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une society donnee, regie par un corps juridique donne? De

meme, une volonte collective est-elle possible; de quoi s'agit-

il? Enfin, le juridique, de par sa nature ici decrite, d'etre-

en-devenir, peut-il jamais etre donne? Ces questions, le ju-

ridique ne les pose pas. Et ces questions ne s'imposent pas,

sinon justement, par leur absence.

Les acteurs que sont le Prince, le tribunal et le sujet,

le discours les isole. D'un cote, le politique qui decide pour

les sujets. De 1 'autre les sujets qui sont agis dans le droit-

jus. Au centre le juge, qui mediatise les deux poles, muni

d'une sorte de super-conscience, capable de comprendre le

message de Prince et de connaitre la volonte du peuple que

d'ailleurs le pouvoir voulait exprimer, bien que parfois gau-

chement si l'on peut dire. La boucle apparait: le sujet col-

lectif, expression de la valeur, porte au pouvoir un politique

qui emet des regies, transformees par le juridique pour que

le sujet "s'y con forme'. Premiere question: Le suj.et qui elit

le politique est-il le meme que celui qui doit se conformer?

Autrement dit, notre sujet politique egale-t-il sujet de droit?

Bien que d ' importance , cette question sera laissee sans re-

ponse ici. Seconde question: ce passage de la loi au droit

n ' exprime-t-il qu'un probleme terminologique comme le pretend

le tribunal? Nous suggererons quelques responses.

1. Contradictions et repression

Premiere possibility, le probleme ne releve que d'une

question terminologique , dans le corps juridique lui-meme.

Mais pourquoi cette confusion, deja au moins bi-centenaire

devrait-elle persister? Le juge n'aurait-il pu suggerer, dans
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le meme effort, une solution a cette navrante situation?

Les linguistes competents en langue anglaise feraient-ils

defaut? Fut-elle aussi technique et concise, cette langue

doit tout de meme permettre de resoudre de telles embuches.

S'il s'agit d'un probleme terminologique , nous pouvons sup-

poser qu'il est entretenu par le droit lui-meme qui ne fait

pas d'effort diligent afin de le solutionner. Mais encore fau-

drait-il savoir pourquoi cette confusion particuliere et pas

une autre est entretenue. Si le droit, comme le Dretend la

theorie de la division des pouvois, est en relation d'inde-

pendance et de collaboration tout a la fois avec le legislatif,

il se trouve peut-etre la une explication. Nous avons deja

entame cette question. II s'agit de tenter ici d'aller un peu

plus loin. Nous avons vu plus haut que, dans les differences

apparentes entre le travail legislatif et le travail judiciaire

se trouvent des similitudes certaines. Mais il y a plus encore:

il y a peut-etre le fait, comme le pretend Miaille (1978:

70-87; 105-124) que le systeme juridique s'est eleve, dans

l'Etat, a l'epoque de l'extinction du feodal isme ,en accord avec

la transformation du fief en bien economique, permettant ainsi

"la privatisation de toute la vie sociale
-

' de sorte que "les

rois purent, par la suite, donner 1' image d'un interet "public""

fl 978: 60-61) . De sorte encore que l'Etat liberal a pu se spe-

cifier "sur une double separation: separation entre la societe

civile et l'Etat...; separation des pouvoirs dans l'Etat..."

(1978:87), qui ne constituent que les "figures" de l'autonomie

de l'Etat. Figures recouvrant done en fait la nature de classes

de l'Etat et la cachant sous le voile juridique. Ainsi, le droit
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et la loi seraient deux figures d'une seule realite: "law".

Mais alors, comment se fait-il que le droit anglais n'ait pas

exige cette meme distinction et n'ait pas cree sa propre

figure de style? S'agit-il des conditions historiques sur les-

quelles s'est eleve l'Etat anglais? II appert pour sur que le

droit de la common law et que le droit continental existent

bien ... et non pas comme simples figures de style. Faudrait-

il supposer des lors que ce sont des differences propres aux

systemes iuridiques d'abord, systemes qui eux originent de

conditions materielles particuli&res
, qui expliquent ici l'ab-

sence et la la presence? Nous sommes enclins a penser qu'avant

de chercher du cote des fonctions de ce manque et de sa rela-

tion avec d'autres pratiques, il y aurait lieu de chercher

d'abord a le saisir dans le juridique lui-meme.

Seconde possibility, le probleme n'est pas terminolo-

gique. Ou bien l'habitude est tellement bien ancree, qu'on a

renonce, dans la profession, a combler cette lacune. La en-

core, on ne repondrait qu 1 imparfaitement a la question puisque

ce qui est ici en jeu c'est bien la raison de cette habitude.

Ou bien alors c'est que de lacune il n'y a que dans les subti-

lites juridiques, c'est-a-dire que lorsque le droit est con-

fronts a lui-meme. Et de fait nous assistons bien, dans ce

cas-ci, a une reflexion du droit sur lui-meme: place dans une

situation ou il y a erreur dans la loi, le tribunal doit eviter

une erreur de droit. L'erreur de loi, c'est celle du politique,

qui, par son pouvoir impositif, pour assurer la dissuasion et

la conforrute, instaure a la fois une responsabi 1

i

t€ legale

universelle: la connaissance de la loi, et une defense contre
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cette responsabilite , au nora de la volonte lihre. L'erreur de

droit serait done de condamner un individu qui ne pouvait

savoir - comme dans la cause R. v Catholique - ou qui croyai t

savoir - comme dans la cause R. v Maclean - bafouant alors

les idees generales du citoyen quant a la justice. Le juriste

se doit done de creer une difference, pour fins de resoudre

une contradiction temporaire.

D ' ou une troisieme possibility deja suggeree: il n'y

a pas, comme le pretend le juge, confusion juridique ou ter-

minologique. A contrario, il y a la une situation qui est

caracteristique au droit commun, e'est-a-dire une situation

qui correspond au developpement historique de la pratique

juridique britannique. Et avec cette pratique juridique, en

elle et derriere elle, une evolution historique particuliere

qui ne se resume pas a une determination en derniere instance

ou autrement, mais qui possede sa propre signification. Et si

l'on accepte 1 'argument presente plus tot sur le role du juge

comme mediateur entre le sujet-Etat et le suj et-individu,

ce qu'on constate ici e'est bien plus une repression par le

juge de son role mediateur, ou par une inversion, le juge

desoriente ce role. En effet, le juge remet le fardeau au le-

gislateur, son collaborateur gemellaire, de faire en sorte

que le sujet-individu reconnaisse le sujet-Etat et se reconnais-

se ensuite dans le Droit (Law) comme suj et-de-droit

.

Un discours decentre

Ce que le juge signifie ici, explicitement , e'est son

inquietude comme mediateur, devant les incongruences des deux

protagonistes que sont l'Etat et 1' individu. Ce qu'il ne sig-
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ni f ie Das clairement, c'est la nature de ce role de mediateur.

Dans le premier cas , il propose un moyen de sortir de 1
' im-

passe, et cree la division loi-droit. Dans le second cas, il

s'instaure comme centre du processus juridique, mediateur

neutre, parfait interpr^te de deux ensembles de volontes.

L'un ne peut aller sans l'autre. Le juge ne peut se don-

ner comme medium sans l'existence de deux poles qu'il relie.

II ne Deut se donner comme exercant ce passage de la loi au

droit, que comme medium neutre, sujet central.

C'est done a soi-meme que s'adresse le juridique. Puis-

qu'en effet, en s'adressant au lecislateur, comme a son double,

le juriste s'adresse en ^ait au juridique comme ne pouvant en

fa\t se contenir tout entier. Car de meme que le droit n'est

pas dans la loi mais est obtenu par un processus de transfor-

mation (et de denlacement?) que le juge appelle promulgation

et assimilation, de meme, le juridique ne peut contenir tous

les suiets de droit. Le juridique s'adresse ainsi aux sujets-

de-droit qui sont pourvus en droit d 'obi igat ions et de droits,

et de ce fait, il les cree. Mais il les cree de facon impar-

faite et provisoire. Imnarfaite tant que lex ne devient pas

ius; provisoire tant que lex n'est pas connue, ou changee par

le legislateur. Ainsi done, cette categorie de sujet de droit

que visent aussi bien le juriste que certains marxistes n'est-

elle pas fixe ni stable ni uniaue mais au contraire mouvante,

chanqeante et multinle. Celui qu'on nomme theor iauement - ou

i ur idiquement - sujet de droit apparait rlutot multiple qu'uni-

iue. La boucle nui origine du sujet collectif - sujet de droit

pour se refermer sur lui , pose, dans sa circularite meme, des
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sujets qui ne sont pas necessairement sujets-de-droit . Le

sujet politique, on l'a deja mentionne, n'egale pas

de facto le sujet de droit. L'Etat on le sait, peut

etre hors le droit, il peut meme etre contre le droit. Mais

il demeure sujet de droit au moins dans certaines de ses func-

tions. Le juridique d'autre Dart, se parle avons-nous dit.

En ce sens, il se cree lui-meme comme sujet de ses propres

transformations. Et le sujet economique pourrait aussi etre

mentionne. En somme, d'une sujet unique il faut bien plutot

passer a une multiplicity de sujets dans le droit. Ce qui

par ailleurs, ne signi^ie pas que la categorie sujet de droit

soit eclatee a tel point qu'elle ne permette plus de comprendre

le fonctionnement du droit. II semble au contraire que c'est

bien a un processus de creation de sujets de droit que s 'af-

faire, entre autres, le droit, et en ce sens, 1 'analyse de la

pratique juridique implique un recours a cette categorie.

II faut cependant se garder de reduire cette categorie a une

expression simpliste.

Conclusion: L'analyse de la pratique juridique

La question de jus et lex, et devoir-etre et etre, sou-

leve done avec acuite la nature sociale du droit, sa mate-

riality comme corps normatif formel, et son ideologie comme

ensemble deja oriente, dans une certaine mesure, par une pra-

tique discursive de classe, au sens ou se laisse percevoir

le droit, e'est-a-dire comme relation sociale sp€cifique,

inscrite dans une formation sociale historique, celle de la

societe bourgeoise, et non pas comme simple reflet de la volon-

te bourgeoise.
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A travers la categorie sujet de droit, c'est non settle-

ment toute une pratique mais aussi toute une pratique theo-

rique qui sont en cause. II ne s'agit plus ici, de concevoir

le juridique a travers les categories qu'il presente pour le

demasquer comme une absence ou un reflet, fut-il speculaire.

Le juridique peut bien etre une persona (au sens grec du terme)

,

tout comme il instaure une "personne" juridique. Mais c'est

justement a travers cette personnalite qu'il faut le decouvrir

et 1
' analyser

.

De plus, le juridique se presente dans l'Etat et dans

une formation sociale donnee. Mais les liens qui l'unissent

a ces autres pratiques ne peuvent etre reduits a des determi-

nismes formels. Le juridique a une histoire plus lonpue que

l'Etat et que le caDitalisme , faut-il le rappeler. Faut-il

souligner aussi que le juridique n'est pas soumis aux memes

crises que l'Etat ou que le mode de production economique.

Oue le juridique puisse servir certaines fonctions et, comme

18
le suggerent par exemple les auteurs d'un recent ouvrage ,

oarticiper dans l'Etat a assurer la domination hegemonique,

et en temps de crise, a s'affirmer comme le rempart de l'ordre

etabli, ne saurait resumer tout le juridique. Ne serait-ce

^ue parce que le juridique vehicule une pratique ideologique

rart icul ierement vivace, ramifiee et £scterique, il ne se

resume pas, selon nous, a quelques liens mecaniques ou ex-

pressifs

.

Ce sont la du moins quelques principes generaux a par-

tir Jesquels nous travaillons presentement a une recherche

jur la privaute au Canada. La Loi sur la vie privge au Canada
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- Loi C-l 7 6 adoptee en 1974 par le parlement canadien - se

situe justement au carrefour d'une pratique juridique appa-

remment centree sur le sujet de droit puisque son objectif

est, of f iciellement , de delimiter les zones publiques et les

zones privees via les pratiques policieres. L'analyse de cette

loi tentera de deboucher non seulement sur une comprehension

historique de la pratique juridique mais aussi sur une vision

theorique plus globale de 1
' articulation du juridique dans

1 'Etat

.

NOTES

1. C'est aussi ce que soutient par example, Vincent (1973:
40-41) :

La societe syllanagmatique , c'est-a-dire
fond6e sur la reciprocity des obligations,
apparalt en realite comme une societe* de la

division et de la domination dans laquelle
1

' independance personnelle est construite
sur la dependance materielle ... Le droit
trouve par consequent sa validite dans la

f&rantie et l a defense de la separation
... au sein de la socialisation..., d'oii

son caractere d'obligation opposable a tous .

En ce sens il ne se confond pas immediate-
ment avec les interets des classes domi-
nantes tout en traduisant les valeurs pro-
fondes qui les inspirent. Indispensable aux
rapports sociaux capitalistes , il en est
inseparable.

Sur le formalisme juridique inspire de Pashukanis,
voir aussi Hirsch,1978: Blanke e_t al_,1978; Kinsey,
1979; et Jessop,1980.

2. On nourrait citer ici presque toute la jurisprudence.
Contentons-nous ,

pour la perspective idealiste, de

renvoyer 4 Villey (1968; 1969), pour la perspective
theologique, qui est une section de la precedente,
a Schwarz-Lieberman (1978) et nour la perspective
''sociologique ', a Poun-' (1942; 1959) et a Podgorecki
(1974). On en trouvera une excellente critique dans
Poulantzas (1965) et dans Miaille (1976).

3. Code Criminel, S.R.C.,1970, chap. C-34, et Lois con-
nexes par L. Saintonge-Poitevin. Montreal: Wilson et

Lafleur, 1978.
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4. II s'agit en somme des deux aspects d'une definition
de la connaissance . L'aspect formel, abstrait, corres-
pond aux elements conceptuels de la connaissance: l'acte
de volonte, la curiosite aussi de l'individu, entrent
ici en jeu. Dans l'aspect concret-materiel , ce ne sont
plus les capacites volitives ou intellectuelles de
l'individu que le droit evalue, mais la mater ialite
des documents legaux disponibles. Dans le premier cas
on demandera: le sujet veut-il connaitre? Et dans le
second cas, le sujet peut-il connaitre?

5. Cf. Long v State (Delaware) (1949), cite dans R. v
Maclean, 104 (1974) .

6. R. v F.W.Woolworth Co. Ltd. (1974) 24

Cf. aussi Roper v Taylor's Central Garage (Exeter)
Ltd. (1951) et R. v Kester (1980) entre autres.

8. R. v Catholique, loc. cit , : 69, nous traduisons. cf.
Lim Chin Aik v Queen (1963) , ou le juge note que la
connaissance concrete d'une regie est un element es-
sentiel de 1' intention criminelle, du princip de
"mens rea". Voir aussi R. v Michelin Tires Manufac-
turing (Canada) Ltd., (1976), et R. v Dry bones (1970).

9. Voir aussi R. v De Marco (1973), ou le iuge reintroduit
la notion "d ' apparence de droit", qui signifie que la
ou un individu a agi honnetement en se croyant dans le
bon droit, ou Ik ou l'individu croit honnetement que
les faits sont legaux, il ne peut etre tenu responsable,
meme si, en droit, il a illegalement agi. Voir aussi
R. v Howson (1966).

10. Cf. R. v Villeneuve (1968). Voir aussi Long v State
(Delaware) in R. v Maclean, loc . cit . : 105: "The reasons
for disallowing it are practical considerations dic-
tated by deterrent effects upon the administration and
enforcement of the criminal law. which are deemed
likely to result if it were allowed as a general defence

11. Cf. Miaille, op . cit . 127-158. Voir aussi Sala-Molins L.
197-7

: 101-126 et 131-146.

12. R, v Maclean, loc . cit . : 104; nous laissons en langue
anglaise cette citation puisque, telle quelle, elle
est au coeur de ce qui suit.

15. Le terme "Law" en effet est herite du droit brit annique

14. On constatera ici 1 ' importance que prendrait une analyse
du sujet qui elit et du sujet qui se conforme.

13. Voir entre autres Poulantzas, 1978. II ne s'agit pas
ici que des Etats "spe'ciaux" ou "anormaux" mais bien
de situations part iculieresdans l'Etat "normal".
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16. Nous renvoyons le lecteur a la these de Poulantzas
(1965), pour un expose detaille de cette question.

17. Dujardin P., J. Michel (1978), qui deplorent en
premier lieu la trop longue periode "stal inienne" de
1 'economisme , "cette conception lineaire et unilate-
ral du developpement historique concu comme entie-
rement determine par un schema economique" (15) et
qui "aboutit... a une non-analyse "( 15) du droit
entre autres. Cependant, il n'en reste pas moins
que "la transformation du rapport economique en rap-
port juridique, done 1

' occultat ion du premier sous
le second, sont permises par 1

' idee d'autonomie du
suiet de droit et renvoient encore une fois aux

categories politiques bourgeoises fondamentales" (22),
de sorte "qu'il n'y a plus de place que pour une an-
thropologic economique ou le droit trouve la position
qui est la sienne" (23) et que finalement "rapporter
le droit a la circulation permettrait d'eclairer l'un
par 1' autre" (27) en tant qu'ils sont tous deux "entre-
metteurs" entre le capital - realisation de la valeur -

et le travailleur - moyen de cette realisation - (cf.
24-26). C'est, dans le cas du droit, poursuivent-ils

,

le passage incessant du suj et-de-droit a 1 'objet-de-droit
du proprietaire (potentiel) a la propriete de soi-meme.
Ainsi 1' ideologic n'est pas "mensonge sur-ajoute au
reel, mais mensonge de la realite elle-meme" (28) . Et
s'il faut aller plus loin, c'est a la reproduction
qu'on s'adressera.

En some, malgre une pretention d'eviter un me-
canicisme(economiste) , les auteurs retrouvent une vieille
"verite" essentialiste , celle de la "realite" sur
l'ideologie, dans laquelle ils donnent a pleines pages.
S'il est autorise, par la "nature des choses" (Poulant-
zas, op „ cit.) de parler de droit bourgeois, qu'on ne
lui enleve pas sa logique, sa "verite" interne.

18. Hall et al 1978: chap. 2 et 7 particulierement

.
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Accountable to Whom? Trends in Management-
Labour Relations in Local Government

Miriam Edelson

This paper 'begins with a discussion of the growing financial

problems facing local governments at a time when senior levels

of government are intent upon following policies of fiscal

restraint. It looks at the connection between the labour-

intensive character of services in this sector and the attempt

by local government employers to reduce costs through the

development of new collective bargaining strategies . Public

sector accreditation in legislation and the establishment

of a public sector employ ers ' council in British Columbia

are examined in detail. The argument is that labour conflicts

provoked by recent changes in the bargaining structure require

unions to take a new approach which entails the building of

alliances between civic workers and the consumers of public

and social services

.

Cet article s'ouvre sur une discussion des problemes financiers

auxquels font de plus en plus face les gouvernements locaux

au moment ou les niveaux superieurs de gouvernement appliauent

des politiques de restriction fiscale . Le lien entre le

caractere intensif du travail dans ces secteurs et la tentative

des gouvernements locaux de developper de nouvelles strategies

de negociation collective afin de reduire les couts, est mis

en evidence. L'examen detaille de la legislation sur

I 'accreditation et de I ' etablissement d'un conseil des

employeurs du secteur public en Colombie-Britannique , amene

I 'argument que les conflits de travail provoques par les

changements recents dans la structure de negociation imposent

aux syndicats d 'adopter une nouvelle approche favoricant les

alliances entre les employes de ces secteurs et les consommateurs

de services publics et sociaux.
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Introduction

In late January of 1981, civic workers in British

Columbia's Lower Mainland region went on strike. Public

employers asserted that they could not meet workers' demands

because of inadequate funding. Private employers complained

of potential spill-over effects to their enterprises if the

workers' demands were met. Neither protest was without some

justification. They did little, however, to illuminate the

issues which were really at stake.

In recent years, pressure for the restraint of government

spending has grown dramatically. Cutbacks have occurred in a

wide range of public services. Restraint policies have also

had a profound impact on public sector labour relations. It is

the purpose of this paper to examine developments which have

taken place in state workers' bargaining as a result of the

changing economic and political climate of the past decade.

What constraints do employers face? What interests are actually

served via public sector settlements? How should public sector

bargaining evolve in the future?

A satisfactory answer to questions such as these would

require a comprehensive historical and economic analysis of

public sector bargaining. Such a study might include, for

exarcile , an investigation into labour legislation and the impact

of widespread unionization. Further, it would have to look at

the development of the state sector and at how certain

responsibilities have been shifted between jurisdictions.

The focus of the present text is, of necessity, more modest.

In an attempt to assess more precisely what changes public
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sector collective bargaining has undergone, the paper begins

with an investigation of local state finances and the constraints

facing employers at this level. Two trends exemplified in

British Columbia, toward employer accreditation and public

sector employers' councils, are then considered. Specific

reference is made to why, in political, ideological and

economic terms, the state and capital have initiated changes

in the bargaining system. Of particular interest is how the

balance of class forces has conditioned the state's ability

to transform its structures. The paper concludes with an

inquiry into the 1981 civic strike in British Columbia and

some speculation as to how public sector workers and their

unions may respond to the disturbing trends highlighted in

this study.

The crisis of local government finance

While all levels of government have experienced financial

problems in recent years, it appears that such problems have

been most severe at the municipal level, a major reason for

this being the disparity that exists between the constitutional

responsibility of local school boards and municipalities to

provide public services and their ability to raise revenues.

Local governments are expected to provide a wide variety of

services, including primary and secondary education, police,

fire and ambulance services, social services and daycare,

among others. Unlike provincial and federal governments, however,

local taxes are derived from only two sources: corporate and

property taxes and school taxes. In 1978, these taxes accounted

for 39 per cent of the total gross general revenue. Another

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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source of municipal revenue is the sale of goods and services,

especially water, license and permit fees, and fines. In 1978,

these accounted for some 10.5 per cent of total gross general

]

revenues

.

The major source of revenue to municipal governments,

accounting for over half of total revenue, is transfers from

higher levels of government. In 1980, the federal government

transferred 296 million dollars directly to municipal governments,

primarily as payment in lieu of local property taxes. The

provinces transferred 11,475 million to local governments,

part of which came indirectly from federal transfers to the

provinces. The provinces also transferred an additional 7,741

million dollars to pay for the hospital system (Statistics

Canada, 1977).

During the same year, local government expenditures

amounted to 21,335 million dollars. The combined federal and

provincial transfers accounted for 55.2 per cent of local

government expenditure. This figure has risen since 1970,

when federal and provincial government transfers as a proportion

of total local government expenditure was 47.8 per cent

(Statistics Canada, 1977:12). Even with an increasing proportion

of total local expenditure paid for by transfers from higher

levels of government, local governments have consistently faced

budget deficits. In 1978, the local government deficit (for all

Canada), even including intergovernmental transfers, was 565

million dollars. If the intergovernmental transfers are excluded

from the deficit calculation, the figure would be 10,062 million

dollars ( Prov incial and Municipal Finances , 1979:4). Clearly,
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even with substantial support through transfers from other

levels of government, local expenditure far outstrips revenues.

The share of total government spending by local governments

has decreased in recent years. In 1965, local government

expenditures constituted 27.3 per cent of total government

expenditures. Fifteen years later, in 1980, they accounted for

only 21.3 per cent. At the local government level, education

is by far the largest expenditure item. In 1978, it accounted

for almost 42 per cent of total gross general municipal

expenditure. Expenditure on health and welfare amounted to

7.4 per cent in the same year ( Provincial and Municipal Finances ,

1979:46). These services fulfill a function which is not of

a particularly "local" nature. Schools and health clinics,

for example, are among the public institutions for which local

governments are particularly responsible. Although administered

by the local state, they meet economic, political and social

requirements not limited by municipal boundaries.

The logic of the capitalist system requires that the state,

at some level, provide these services because they play a central

role in reproducing the labour force. In essence, state-funded

programs amount to costs incurred by the public for private

benefit. They ensure the stability of the system and perpetuate

labour's subordinate position to capital. That education, health

and welfare are among the services most dependent upon funding

from senior levels of gevernment is not surprising, given their

general importance to the system. In 1976, they represented 63.5,

80.3 and 54.5 per cent, respectively, of local governments'

specific purpose transfers.

Alzevnate Routes vol. 5 1982
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The degree to which these services are funded by the

provincial governments points to one of the most difficult

problems facing local governments. As demand for local services

has increased, higher levels of government have had to step

in to help fund these programs. In addition, local government

has been used to implement programs, especially social services,

initiated at the provincial level. As policy and funding is

increasingly centralized at higher levels of government, local

officials find themselves inundated with extensive policy

guidelines. Although local representatives are charged with

providing their communities with certain services, they have

less and less autonomy in terms of program design and the

specific details of their operations.

Yet, it is precisely the locally elected municipal councils

and school boards which are seen as responsible for the extent

and quality of services and which feel the pressure most directly

from local residents. For example, provincial governments'

decisions to reduce the level of daycare spending have serious

repercussions for local communities; yet, public protests are

most often directed at municipal and regional councils which

administer the actual cutbacks in services. This fact points

to two problems: First, under current cost-sharing arrangements,

there is a great deal of confusion as to who is responsible

for providing what services and, moreover, where the political

"buck" ultimately stops. Second, because it is most accessible

to community residents and is viewed as responsible for local

services, the local state is open to considerable public criticism

for decisions over which it has little control.
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Local governments are, then, caught in a financial

squeeze. Even, -where the will to do so exists, they have a

limited ability to raise the revenue they need to fund programs

properly. They do not control the levels of grants made available

by the provincial and federal governments. To raise additional

revenues, they must increase local property taxes, something

they are reluctant to do for fear of repercussions from the

electorate and the business community. Even councils not

entirely controlled by developers and small business interests

tend to be fearful of increasing taxes since they do not want

to discourage private investment in their communities. The

resulting revenue shortfall, coupled with the structural problems

outlined above, points to the serious nature of the fiscal

crisis facing the local state.

1. The local state as employer

The fact that a considerable number of decisions regarding

local government services are made by senior levels of government

has a profound impact upon municipal budgets. It also has a

direct effect upon the size and composition of the local labour

force. This is because appoximately 70 per cent of Canadian

local government revenues (excluding spending requirements for

debt service and education) are devoted to the employment of

personnel (McAllister ,1979 : 13)

.

Since 1976, federal and provincial governments across

Canada have been following restraint policies and, by reducing

the level of transfers to municipalities, they have been able

to enforce these policies at the local level as well. Keeping

down wage costs is one way that public administrators try

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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to keep expenditure levels in line with revenues. Public

sector bargaining becomes an arena in which governments attempt

to "manage" the crisis. Employers face many constraints

peculiar to the state sector. These constraints, or, more

precisely, structural problems, are two-fold: First, unlike

private companies, public institutions are unable to pass on

the cost of wage increases by raising prices. Their revenues

originate primarily in the form of taxes and raising taxes is

a delicate undertaking, particularly in terms of a potential

electorate backlash. Public officials tend to consider such

repercussions during contract negotiations with their employees.

Second, work in this sector is largely labour intensive.

Productivity increases tend to be low and unit labour costs

high. It is very difficult to bring about significant increases

in productivity or to reduce spending on wages and benefits

by introducing new technology. Teaching is not readily automated.

Health and social services require human contact. Consequently,

the cost of public services tends to rise faster than in the

private sector where technology can more easily be substituted

for labour.

Public employers at all levels face these constraints in

attempting to meet their labour costs. Widespread unionization

of public employees has had a double-ed^ed impact upon municipal

management practices. Although workers unionize in order to

improve their wages and conditions of employment, unionization

has also entailed certain advantages for public employers.

Formalized labour relations, generally, ensures a degree of

standardization which may be helpful to the elected officials'
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task of managing public funds. For example, collective

bargaining in the Canadian legal framework (e.g. the grievance

procedure and job evaluation and reclassification) leads to

certain forms of workplace regulation which promotes labour

discipline. Bargaining at regular intervals according to

predetermined rules also provides public officials with reliable

and centralized administrative procedures.

At the local state level, however, the advantages which

unionization affords employers are mitigated by the very

character of the services workers provide. If we distinguish

between the traditional services provided by local government

(e.g. sewage systems, roads, land-use planning and public

utilities) and the more recent expansion of services directed

more precisely to community residents (e.g. welfare programmes,

recreation and child care facilities) this point becomes

especially meaningful. The explicitly reproductive character

of this latter group of services presupposes a substantial

amount of direct contact between employees and the public they

serve. The parent who drops her/his child off at the community

daycare centre each morning, for example, is likely to be

familiar with the problems which the staff and centre face.

It is less likely that an unemployment insurance recipient

would be aware of the problems confronting workers in the

Unemployment Insurance Commission offices.

This kind of contact creates the possibility for the

people who provide services to work together with those who use

them against threats to their community's social programs.

Further, local politicians have traditionally been responsive

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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to interest groups represented in their communities due, in

part, to the short length of their terms of office. The combined

effect of these two factors is that the elected officials, as

employers, are potentially vulnerable to pressures from public

service workers in coalition with users of services. This is

not to suggest that municipal employers are at the mercy of

the unions, although it would be a mistake to underestimate

the potential of campaigns organized by public employees in

conjunction with the public they serve. The existence of such

"pressure points" within the local state reflects its distinct

quality among public employers.

It is this distinctive quality, however, which poses a

further problem for both union and management. When the workers

are able to force local governments to accede to their demands,

the latter must often attempt to obtain additional funding

from higher levels of government. Where this has been possible,

substantial gains have been made (e.g. Ottawa-Car leton battles

for daycare funding during 1980). But, where no additional

funding is forthcoming from provincial or federal coffers, or

where funding has been cut, demands by workers and the users

of services are less likely to be acceded to by locally-elected

representatives. During the last five years, the latter pattern

has become increasingly common. Yet, the challenge presented

bv well organized union and community political campaigns remains

a potent one.

The task of attempting to manage the fiscal crisis, coupled

with labour's access to certain pressure points, has forced

public emplover? to develop new collective bargaining strategies.
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Contract negotiations have been more coordinated and centralized.

New structures have been established to assist local government

employers in resisting campaigns mounted by unions. The effects

which unionization of the Canadian municipal sector have had

on public budgets and labour relation practices, explored

briefly below, will provide a basis for analyzing the character

of the state's response.

2. Canadian municipalities

Public employers have developed a more sophisticated

approach to labour relations as part of their attempt to manage

the fiscal crisis. Centralizing compensation data and coordinating

bargaining strategies for employers in certain sectors has

been part of the effort to rationalize public services. As

early as 1962, the Canadian Federation of Mayors and

Municipalities (CFMM) conducted a wage survey of employees in

that sector. Their findings emphasized municipal employers'

need for better negotiating information. The unionization of

many of their employees had required that they be better

prepared. As the forword to the CFMM wage survey (1962:12)

outlined

:

The widespread introduction of collective
bargaining in the municipal public service has,
from the point of view of municipal governments,
made the matter of municipal personnel administration
infinitely more complex. Questions relative to
wages, salaries and conditions of employment,
formerly decided by unilateral action, must now
be resolved through the process of collective
bargaining. This development has made it necessary
for municipal governments to become fully conversant
with the skills and techniques involved in negotiations
between employer and employee organizations. Moreover,
the nature of this bargaining process is such that
municipal governments, as employers, must have
available a wide variety of comparative information

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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on wages, salaries and working conditions.

Evidently, municipal employers were aware that they would

encounter more formidable opposition with the advent of

widespread collective bargaining. What was perhaps less clear

then was how increased labour costs, combined with their

inability to raise revenues independently, would affect their

budgets. By 1971, the CFMM was calling upon the federal government

for substantial increases in municipal funding. In a brief

presented to the Prime Minister that year it argued:

A general goal must be to attain a proportionately
larger allocation of the nation's revenue resources
for municipal governments. Where municipal governments
have attained the capacity to initiate, plan and
carry out comprehensive community building programs
-- programs aimed at a sound balance of social,
economic and physical development -- substantial
increases in unconditioned grants should become
general practice.

Its message was clear, if unheeded. Rising expenditures and

increasing directions from senior levels of government as to

how monies were to be spent were becoming a source of contention.

The creation of new bureaucratic labour relations structures

is one means by which the state has attempted to lessen the

impact which fiscal constraints have had on local governments

and communities.

How the state responds: the British Columbia example

British Columbia is the Canadian province in which the

state and capital's strategy for managing the economic crisis

has been least subtle. This is especially cbvious with respect

to public sector bargaining. British Columbia's economic and

historic background explain in large part why the struggle

there between labour and capital is so little disguised.
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The province's economy is primarily resource -based

,

with Canadian, American and Japanese ownership of the mining

and forest industries. In 1979, these two industries accounted

for just over 40 per cent of the provincial Gross Domestic

Product. Markets in the United States, Japan and Europe are

supplied with coal, indrustrial metals and paper. Labour has

historically been powerful with 49.2 per cent of the non-

agricultural work force unionized as of 1980. In the same year,

the total for all of Canada was only 37.6 per cent (Wood and

Kumar, 1980).

That capital's moves to counter workers' bargaining

power would be most sophisticated in the North American

jurisdiction with the most highly organized workforce comes

as no surprise. During the 1970's, for example, two significant

additions were made to the public sector bargaining scene in

British Columbia: public employer accreditation and the

establishment of an employers' organization for the public

sector. Each of these attest to the seriousness with which

both capital and the state have responded to labour's challenge.

I will comment on each of these initiatives in turn, with

specific reference to how and why new bargaining structures

have emerged in the present political and economic context.

1. Accreditation

British Columbia is the only Canadian province which has

legislation providing for employer accreditation outside the

construction industry. Accreditation means that workers no

longer bargain exclusively with their own employer. Rather,

the legal relationship in a collective agreement is between
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the employers' organization and the employees of each of its

members. An accredited organization has the right to make

policy which is binding on all of its members. Individual

employers may even decide to relinquish the day-to-day

enforcement and administration of their collective agreements

to the "expertise" of the accredited body. British Columbia

is the only province where public sector employers may form

accredited organizations.

Unions such as the Canadian Union of Public Employees

(CUPE) have argued that employer accreditation is inappropriate

for the public sector. They suggest that public sector officials

abdicate all responsibility for decision-making when they join

an accredited organization (CUPE, 1978) . Labour relations is

removed from local jurisdiction and taken over by a body created

expresslv for that purpose. That accredited body, staffed by

hired labour relations experts, is one step further removed

from the electorate. As such, it is less susceptible to public

concern or pressure.

One of the most vocal advocates for employer accreditation

to be generalized beyond the construction industry was the

British Columbia Employers Council. Formed in 1965, this

association is composed of both private and public sector

members >.CUPE , 1 978 : 51) . In November 1979, it had about 150

members in total, including 110 corporate members, crown

corporations, and 27 major bargaining associations (List, 1979:

88). It makes no attempt to conceal the fact that accreditation

enhances the bargaining strength of employers. The Council's

1970 annual report was blunt:
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Early in the year the Council strongly supported
legislation to enable employers' accreditation.
Subsequently enacted in the B.C. Legislature it
has resulted in considerable strengthening of
the bargaining position of many of our member
associations (CUPE, 1978 : 51)

.

For the public sector specifically, the implications of

accreditation are profound.

Accreditation of public employers has one central

objective, the establishment of bargaining structures designed

to strengthen employers, especially those historically weak

due to lack of negotiating expertise or their responsiveness

to public opinion. The state, by adopting labour legislation

to allow public employers to form accredited bodies, effectively

maximizes the employer's advantage. The private sector's ability

to influence municipal and school board bargaining through

accreditation is evident in the following ways: First, the

establishment of centralized, professionally administered

accredited organizations enhances its ability to place pressure

on public employers to keep public sector settlements in line

with or below those in the private sector. Private sector

employers want to keep public sector wages depressed as this

will improve their competitive position in the labour market

making it easier for private employers to attract skilled people.

More important is the determination of capital to keep the

global costs of public services down. It seeks to avoid

increased tax burdens which might erode its profits. Low public

settlements, in the view of capital, contribute to minimizing

the drain on public coffers and they have a significant impact

on the overall level of wage settlements, some tending to depress

private sector increases as well. By restructuring public
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sector bargaining, accreditation served to meet these

objectives

.

Public employer accreditation, with its explicit anti-

worker bias, is not, however, always easily achievable in

political terms. In certain communities the result of extensive

union campaigns bringing public pressure on municipal councils

has been that councils have refused to participate in accredited

bodies. In November 1978, for example, Vancouver City Council

voted 8 to 1 against the Greater Vancouver Regional District

(GVRD) Labour Relations Committee proposal to join an accredited

organization. Vancouver's decision followed similar actions

taken in Burnaby and Surrey (CUPE.1978 : 1) . Elected officials

were made accountable for their decisions regarding labour

relations. Local councils, vulnerable to pressure brought to

bear upon them by their constituents, were forced to reject

proposals which might have proven useful in the short term.

This example is interesting because it illustrates how

pressure points within the local state may be manipulated.

Moreover, it demonstrates the contradictions which rest within

"the state", most broadly defined. In this specific instance,

popular pressure forced the municipal government to take an

autonomous stand by rejecting initiatives emanating from the

private sector and higher levels of government (i.e. the GVRD).

In essence, it shows how the state's ability to adapt its

structures, even when bolstered by the demands of capital, is

conditioned by the balance of class forces.

2. Public employers of British Columbia

A second illustration of how the state adapts its
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structures to meet challenges posed by a highly organized labour

force was the creation by the British Columbia Government in

June, 1977 of the Council of Public Sector Employers (Calvert,

1979:165-167). Established just before the 1975 wage controls

program ended, the Council's main function was to keep public

sector wage settlements in line with those in the private sector.

Modelled along the lines of the British Columbia's Employers

Council, it was the first (and remains the only) provincial

council of public employers in Canada. On June 7, 1977, British

Columbia Finance Minister, Evan Wolfe, announced that the new

council would be given a budget of 1.25 million dollars and

would command a staff of fifty people (Vancouver Sun , July 28,

1977:21). It would be a voluntary organization, including the

Greater Vancouver Regional District, the British Columbia School

Trustees Association, Health Labour Relations Association and

British Columbia Hydro, in addition to provincial government

employees. In a speech given in January 1977 Wolfe stated:

In the area of wage increases, governments have a

special responsibility to ensure that compensation
levels for public employees do not run away from
those in the private sector... I wish to announce
the establishment of a new organization -- the
British Columbia Council of Public Sector Employers --

to provide better coordination and exchange of
information of public sector wages among public
service employers in the province. This is not a

new bargaining agency. Its purpose is to encourage
the development of a fair and equitable correlation
between private and public sector compensation
packages in B. C .

" fCUPE , 1977 : 25)

?

3

By April of 1979 the Council boasted that its members employed

200,000 workers or 45 per cent, of the province's unionized

workforce (Calvert , 1979 : 165- 167) . In addition to the direct

grant of public funds, they were given unlimited access to
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government -paid computer facilities. Brian Foley, who had

worked as Director of the Job Evaluation Department for the

Public Service Alliance of Canada, and then headed the Public

Sector Compensation Division of the Ant i -Inflation Board,

was hired as Executive Director of the Council (Calvert , 1979 : 165)

.

The Council has three main functions: to conduct research

on collective bargaining, to coordinate the negotiating

strategy for its members and to foster cooperation between

public and private employers. In its research capacity, data

on every public sector wage settlement in British Columbia is

collected. In cooperation with the British Columbia Employers

Council, it also collects data on key private sector settlements.

Settlements are analyzed, using the Average Comparability on

Total Compensation (ACTC) , a concept devised by the federal

Anti - Inflation Board to help employers compare the costs of

everv component of their collective agreement with other

agreements throughout the province.

In its coordinating capacity, the Council holds regular

monthlv meetings to exchange information, conducts training

programs to ensure that their negotiators are conversant

with the latest bargaining techniques, and formulates a province-

wide bargaining strategy for its members. It also attempts

to coordinate the timing of negotiations so that the strongest

employers establish pace-setting agreements (Calvert , 1979: 165-167)

.

It is not surprising that employers would seek to

strengthen their position in anticipation of demands they expect

labour to make during the post -controls period. That the British

Columbia government took explicit steps in that direction,
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demonstrates their cognizance that British Columbia labour

had some ability to make its demands stick. The decision to

set up the Council also reflects, in two ways, the state's

capacity to adapt its structures to meet the corporate sector's

unmitigated demand for conditions favourable to the accumulation

of capital.

First, the notion of employers councils relies

fundamentally upon pluralist ideology which assigns equal

strength to labour and management. In this framework, the two

sides confront one another with the same resources and authority.

Bargaining is merely a technical exercise, with equally-matched

opponents vying for points. The British Columbia government's

decision to devote public funds to the creation of such an

organization was publicly justified in terms of the need to

rectify an alleged imbalance between the two sides, an objective

broadly embraced as beneficial to society at large.

A closer look at the logic employed suggests, however,

that the two sides are not equal. Labour does not control

public budgets, set taxes, dictate production standards or

working conditions. Neither does it make investment decisions,

control how the workplace is organized or decide how new

technology is implemented. In all of these areas, and most

others with the exception of what the union is able to

explicitly limit through the terms of the collective agreement,

management alone has control.

The notion of management control is at present no

different in the public sector than that exercised by private

employers. Acting (not surprisingly) without any critique of
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the dominant pluralist ideology, the British Columbia government

set up a council which could only serve to institutionalize

and further entrench habitual managerial practices. Its

primary effect was that public employers were urged, and

indeed compelled, to drive hard bargains with public service

workers. All conceivable research and negotiating techniques

were placed at the employer's disposal. The government's

readiness to devote public funds to the Council, apparently

without any regard for its questionable effects in terms of

labour relations, demonstrates clearly how the state socializes

costs in order to guarantee private benefits.

The state's penchant for incurring public costs to

ensure private benefits and its readiness to adapt its

structures in order to bring this about is revealed in a

second way. The existence of a Public Sector Employers' Council

means that locally-elected representatives no longer make

decisions at the bargaining table. Instead, labour relations

decisions are shifted to a purely technocratic realm. Hired

experts, appointed rather than elected, make crucial decisions

regarding the disposition of community funds. One result is

that a local government's accountability to its constituents

is severely undermined. The Council's experts, rather than

elected officials, may decide to minimize labour costs and

significantly alter the character of public services which a

community offers.

Creating a publicly- funded , but unaccountable, organization

of public employers constitutes a transference of authoritv

within the state, away from elected officials into administrative
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or technocratic hands. In the process, local officials are

stripped of an important governing function. The long term

repercussions, in terms of local control over the quality of

social programs are considerable. Once again the state's

policy, motivated by its preparedness to act on behalf of

private over public interest, contributes to the weakening of

local democracy. With labour relations removed to a strictly

technical level, the local community's ability to put pressure

on elected officials is eroded. Relieving the local state of

its vulnerable position vis-a-vis the electorate is an

effective means of forestalling the potential threat that

labour wields.

In effect the British Columbia government had committed

itself, at public expense, to erect a more sophisticated

collective bargaining system for the public sector. Judging

from its structure, mandate, and choice of Executive Director,

the Council's purpose was obvious: to place pressure on

employers to keep public sector settlements in line with, or

below, those in the private sector. Using the same rationale

outlined in the previous section regarding comparability of

the two sectors and the determination to keep the global costs

of public services down, this aspect of the Council's thrust

was paramount. Employer's positions would be bolstered at the

bargaining table and the threat posed by a highly organized

labour force reduced. Labour's ability to represent its members

effectively would be minimized, thereby encouraging disillusion

in the ranks and threatening union solidarity. Acting with such

a pernicious mandate, it could only be expected that the
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Council would dramatically affect the negotiating process.

In February 1979, Executive Director, Brian Foley,

suggested in the Council's newsletter that public employers

be wary of unions' ability to produce "colourful and eyecatching

comparison charts/graphs that 'demonstrate' the inferior

position 'suffered' by their membership" (Foley ,1979 : 18 , 1 9)

.

Foley, writing with more than a bit of cynicism, was familiar

with these practices from his days at the Public Service

Alliance. He went on to explain that the public employer must

not "be swayed by the simplicity of the data presented and he

must especially not allow his elected representatives to

develop opinions based solely on the data presented by the

union" (Foley ,1979) . His obvious intent was to counter the

ability of the union to educate and thus, to influence, local

state representatives.

In 1979, the Council changed its name to the "Public

Employers of B.C." Early that year, the Minister of Finance

for the province, Evan Wolfe, sent a memorandum to all public

sector employers in the province in which he reiterated Council's

purpose of devising coordinated bargaining strategies and

centralized collective bargaining information and research.

He emphasized the need to rationalize employers' labour

relations activities and to avoid unnecessary duplication.

Wolfe also stipulated that Council would receive full funding

of 400,000 dollars in 1979 but would be urged to move to a

cost-sharing arrangement to ensure that it be "fully effective,

responsible and accountable to its members" (Olsen, 1979) . The

letter ended with a reaffirmation of the Minister's support
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of Council's mandate to "enable public sector employers ...

to attain fair and equitable levels of compensation relative

^to the private sector and to each other" (Wolf e , 1978) . Stated

explicitly in a covering letter from the PEBC Chairperson,

J.N. Olsen, was the government's desire to: "allay mistaken

fears that the Council (would) function either as a post controls

monitoring agency, or participate in the collective bargaining

process" (Olsen, 1979)

.

The 1979 decision by the British Columbia government,

ostensibly to withdraw as Council's funding source, points to

some interesting trends. The impact of the PEBC in terms of

shifting responsibility for labour relations decisions and the

effect on local democracy is not unlike that of the accreditation

legislation described previously. The Council, due to its

facilitating role and voluntary nature, was perhaps more

palatable in political terms but, in a fashion similar to the

controversy surrounding public sector accreditation, the PEBC

was unable to escape criticism.

The British Columbia Canadian Union of Public Employees

research bulletin documents specific cases in which municipal

councils, subject to extensive union and public pressure,

rejected requests that they affiliate to the PEBC. CUPE further

suggested that Council was trying to reduce its dependence

upon the provincial government for fear that, under a future

New Democratic Party government, it would be dismantled (CUPE,

1979:4). On one level, such fears may have constituted ample

reason for the government's decision to reduce its funding

commitment. More significantly, however, is the state's
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demonstrated tendency to withdraw itself from any role which

might leave it isolated in political terms. Reacting in part

to public pressure, the state had to create the appearance

that it was not culpable.

Once again, such trends illustrate how state initiatives

to establish bargaining structures designed to strengthen

employers are conditioned by the ability of the working class

to effectively press its own interests. Like employer

accreditation, the creation of the PEBC was a means by which

the bargaining power of local state employers, in particular,

could be expanded. As suggested above, maximizing advantage

for public employers fulfills certain objectives held dear in

the private sector. That the provincial government established

the Council is testimony both to the challenge posed by a

highly organized workforce and to the heightened stakes between

iabour and capital in a period of economic crisis.

3ritish Columbia Lower Mainland civic strike, 1981

The main concern of this paper has been to demonstrate

how the state has had to adapt its approach to public sector

labour relations in order to counter both labour's bargaining

power and its potential for engaging in explicitly political

struggles. The 1981 British Columbia Lower Mainland civic strike

illustrated many aspects of the trends pointed to in the

foregoing analysis. In the following pages we will explore

the main strike issues and evaluate their significance in terms

of the exigencies of capital and their consequent impact upon

the local state's negotiating position.
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1. The demands

In late January, 1981, more than 11,000 civic, library

and school board workers went on strike. Lasting up to 15

weeks in some jurisdictions, the strike revolved around three

main issues. The first was a substantial wage increase for

all employees. The second issue was a much more radical demand

for "equal pay for work of equal value" between the

predominantly female clerical workers and mainly male outside

municipal workers. The union argued (but did not, with a few

exceptions win) , that the base rate for outside and clerical

workers be the same. They demanded further that the current

practice whereby clerical workers have to pass through extensive

increment steps to reach full pay be abolished (CUPE,1980).

The third issue was put forward by the employers. It was to

replace the existing sick leave plan with a weekly indemnity

plan. This would have had. the effect of forcing employees to

pay for short term sick leave costs. And it would have allowed

private insurance companies to profit from providing insurance

coverage

.

"Equal pay for work of equal value" (EPWEV) is an issue

which has, in recent years, reached the forefront of human

rights legislation. Its supporters argue that work traditionally

performed by women is low-paid and will continue to be, so long

as women are crowded into a few occupational ghettos and

employers can offer low salaries with the knowledge that women

will take these jobs. Especially in a period of high unemployment,

the ghettoization of women in low-paid work will continue.

At this time, only the federal and Quebec governments have
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enacted legislation that requires employers to pay workers

EPKEV. The contentious element of the issue is the basis on

which "equal value" is determined. The Canadian Human Rights

Act, section II (2) stipulates that:

In assessing the value of work performed by
employees employed in the same establishment,
the criteria to be applied is the composite
of the skill, effort, and responsibility in

the performance of the work and the conditions
under which the work is performed.

Job evaluation systems can be used to assess value

according to these criteria, but such systems are not,

themselves, free of bias. They were not established with an

aim to eliminate sex discrimination. For example, a system

may give skill points for driving a car, but not for preparing

food, though both skills are learned off the job (Bell, 1981).

Further, as long as employers retain the right to define and

modify what tasks and responsibilities are included in particular

jobs, attempts to compare dissimilar jobs may be easily thwarted.

The union's demand, supported by both clerical and outside

workers, was to redress the discrimination where it begins,

at the entry level to the workforce.

The employer's proposal that the workers' benefit plan

be restructured was a "take-away" demand. In effect, the GVRD

requested that workers give up their severance pay and sick

leave banks in return for a combination of three insurance

plans; Medium Term Sick Leave, Long Term Sick Leave, and Long

Term Disability Insurance. The employer offered to increase

the coverage of these insurance plans and to pay the full cost

of the latter two. In return, workers would have to pay the
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full costs of short term sick leave. The GVRD estimated, but

could not guarantee, that the new sick leave fund would cost

employees approximately two per cent of their gross earnings.

Research by the Canadian Union of Public Employees claimed

that the cost to workers would be closer to six per cent of

their gross earnings. CUPE argued further that the loss of the

present sick leave plan, whereby workers receive full payment

of wages from the first day of illness, would be a major

disadvantage not outweighed by the other components of the

employer's benefit proposal. Specifically, the real cost of

sick leave is the replacement cost of workers hired to fill in

for ill employees. Since employers frequently do not replace

absent workers, however, the actual cost is often zero. Under

the GVRD scheme workers would automatically pay an absent

employees' wages, even if the employer did not hire a

replacement. In financial terms the employers would stand to

make substantial gains. In non-monetary terms, the employer

would also benefit from having engineered a system whereby

workers would end up policing each others' use of sick leave

(CUPE, 1981 : 4-6) . Management's control would be enhanced and

union solidarity effectively threatened. That CUPE completely

rejected the GVRD proposal is not surprising. It seems possible

that the employer, aware that the union would never give in

on sick leave, left it on the table until the very last minute

in order to ensure that the strike was prolonged.

2. What was really at stake

A careful examination of these demands suggests that

more was at stake in this strike than first meets the eye.
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In both cases, the extent to which private business articulated

its interests and thereby influenced public employers'

deliberations was notable. Equally striking was the provincial

Ministry of Labour's virtual silence during the controversy.

Further, the PEBC had a relatively low profile during the

strike, even though it was one of the most significant public

sector disputes since the Council's inception. Observations

such as these raise important issues in terms of management

practices in the public sector and the question as to whom

local state representatives are actually accountable.

With respect to the sick leave demand, two problems

stand out. First, central to the GVRD benefit proposal was the

fact that private insurance companies stood to make substantial

profits because a great deal of new business would be generated.

The GVRD stated explicitly in a memo drafted on October 29,

1981, that total administrative control over benefits would

be placed in the hands of the employer. They also would decide

which insurance carriers to use (CUPE , 1981 : 11 ) . Second, one

of the major public justifications for the restructured benefits

package was the GVRD's own estimate that it would save taxpayers

1.3 million dollars (Vancouver Sun , Jan. 29 , 1981) . By means of

a high profile advertising campaign in the local media, the

employer used its budgetary woes to justify regressive

bargaining demands. In essence, the employer's sick leave

demand amounted to two things: the taxpayers were promised

savings and the insurance companies were promised profits.

Private interests were also at stake in the dispute

over "equal pay for work of equal value". CUPE's strongest
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opposition came from the British Columbia Employers' Council.

William Hamilton, President and Chief Executive Officer of

the Council, sent letters to municipal and school board

employers throughout the Lower Mainland area. In a letter to

GVRD Labour Relations Committee member, John Parks, dated

March 12, Hamilton made clear his organization's concern over

the EPWEV issue. He was quite frank in writing:

To grant these inside workers similar starting
rates as outside workers without having an
exhaustive examination (of whether the jobs are
equal) will have a serious rippling effect
throughout your administration and thereby a

negative impact upon taxpayers and other employers.

He closed by offering the GVRD (and other public employers)

any assistance they might require and reaffirming "the support

of the members of (the) council in rejecting this union demand"

(Hamilton, 1981)

.

It is not surprising that the private sector feared

EPWEV. No doubt the potential costs involved gave impetus to

the direct involvement of the Employers' Council. Disseminating

their views widely in a high profile campaign, the Council

was the Union's single most vocal opponent. They strongly

endorsed the GVRD position, notwithstanding broad -based support

for CUPE's demand among trade unions and women's organizations.

Constant pressure through letters and newspaper advertisements

was put on public employers not to enshrine the EPWEV principle

in their settlements.

The stance taken by the GVRD and ably supported by the

province's representative of capital is interesting in two

ways. As mentioned earlier, the federal government and the

province of Quebec have already legislated (if imperfectly)
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equal pay for work of equal value. Other provincial and local

governments have been reluctant to follow suit. It seems that

state employers, divided in terms of jurisdiction, lack a

cohesive position on the question. This point is instructive

in that it belies the notion that the state sector "at large"

operates in a homogeneous fashion. In the case of public sector

labour relations, the interplay of class forces with the limits

set by employers' fiscal constraints, is critical. In certain

instances, pressure applied by unions may bring about

progressive changes in legislation. In others, workers are

unable to compel their employers to accede to similar demands.

While it is likely that gains made in certain sectors eventually

become generalized, the timing of such a process is not pre-

determined, equal pay for work of equal value legislation is

currently inconsistent from one jurisdiction to another.

The civic workers in the Lower Mainland did not fully succeed

in this strike. Their ability to make employers confront the

issue directly during the next round of negotiations will

depend in part upon whether the union decides to sustain a

broad-based campaign dealing with the issue. Moreover, labour's

ability to force capital to pay the costs involved directly

out of their own surpluses, and not through some scheme that

socializes the cost of their wage bill, is even less predictable.

The second point of speculation regarding the EPWEV

controversy deals more with the mechanics of the negotiations.

The GVRD is a member of the British Columbia Employers ' Council

.

It is also a member of the PEPC. Representatives of the GVRD
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Labour Relations Committee normally attend weekly negotiators'

coordinating meetings sponsored by the private sector council

(Thompson, 1981). During the strike, these meetings would have

provided for valuable information- sharing and strategy

discussions. Clearly evident is the intimate involvement of

representatives of private capital in public employers'

deliberations. Moreover it suggests a plausible explanation

as to why the GVRD ' s negotiating stance was so consonant with

managerial practices typical of the private sector. As discussed

in a previous section of this paper, normal managerial practices

can serve to deny the uniqueness of the public employer's role.

The accountability of the GVRD Labour Relations Committee (an

appointed body) to its constituents is uncertain. At minimum,

the close interplay between the GVRD's negotiators and the

British Columbia Employers' Council during the strike raises

the question as to whom the civic officials were really

answerable

.

The rather autonomous role played by the employers'

negotiators had very specific effects on the character of

negotiations. In one case, evidence suggests that GVRD negotiator

Graham Leslie, intervened directly in one municipality's

negotiations. Surrey, which is not a member of the GVRD was

poised for a settlement in early March which would have

enshrined the EPWEV principle. At the last moment, management's

proposal was pulled from the table (Ward, 1981; Thompson , 1981b)

.

The fact that an independent municipality which was prepared

to accede to the union's demands would be subjected to such

pressures is a graphic revelation of the most pernicious aspect
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of local state's new bargaining's character. Elected

representatives, stripped of the political responsibility

integral to their function as employers, were hindered from

taking a progressive step in meeting the union's demands.

In jeopardy, as a result, was the representative character of

the civic government. Considering the trends outlined

throughout this paper such threats to local state democracy

can only be expected to increase.

In closing this discussion of the civic strike, a series

of questions emerge. Why was the PEBC virtually silent on the

EPWEV issue during the strike? What positive role might the

provincial government have played in resolving the dispute?

Could the provincial human rights commission have been

instructed to intervene? Would a New Democratic Party government

have taken the same (non) position as the Socreds? The answers

to these questions are not, for the moment, obvious. What i£

clear is that the stakes involved in the civic strike were

considerable. As the PEBC's Reference Report of May 29, 1981

stated

:

the issue of equal pay for work of equal value will
certainly cause changes in the economic, and no
doubt, the social fabric of the country ... unions
are not waiting for legislation but are demanding
action already. The issue is upon us. The time for
preparation is now.

The character which the preparation will take, for either

labour or capital, is not entirely predictable. But in light

of the present fiscal crisis and its consequent impact upon

the nature of public sector bargaining, the struggle can be

expected to be a bitter one.
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Conclusion

Throughout this paper, public sector collective

bargaining has been viewed in terms of its location in the

struggle between labour and capital. Forces giving impetus

to state initiatives and those provoking popular protest

have also been considered from this perspective. In each

instance, our central concern has been to demonstrate the

existence of a dynamic relationship between the hegemony of

capital and the ability of workers to advance their interests

successfully.

If we judge labour relations in the state sector as a

coherent or static process, it is difficult to foresee many

improvements for public sector members. Although there has

been no paucity of defeats in recent years, as suggested

above, such a pessimistic judgement would be a mistake. Since

the state does not operate in strict accordance with some

infallible internal logic struggles against attempts to dismantle

the public sector must have many independent, if related, facets.

In the current context, British Columbia labour was

unable to block the establishment of the Public Employers of

British Columbia. Neither were they effectively able to counter

the British Columbia Employers' Council's highly-orchestrated

onslaught during the civic strike. Such Josses need not remain

etched in stone. Earlier in this paper, I posited the notion

of "pressure points" within the local state. These may be

manipulated toward specific reforms by popular movements.

Though admittedly circumscribed, the local state does command

a degree of political leverage. Popular -based struggles in
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defense of public services can be generalized beyond city

limits. In the absence of an alternate economic strategy, such

efforts will have only limited consequences. In conjuction,

however, with a broader program for reform including specific

measures to overhaul the municipal tax structure and the

election of municipal officials who are critical of senior

governments' restraint policies, conflicts at the local state

level would take on greater meaning.

Unions may not be prepared to extend their sights beyond

narrowly-defined collective bargaining issues. Clearly,

technical approaches to bargaining are not exclusive to the

management contingent. Reforms sought through political action,

demanding both quality public services and improved conditions

for workers, can be threatening to a union's own entrenched

bureaucracy. But the presence of such resistance (and it i_s

there) does not make such struggles inconceivable.

Campaigns for equal pay for work of equal value, for

example, will require systematic pressure on many fronts.

Employers must continue to be confronted at the bargaining

table. Human rights commissions in all provinces must be

pressured to develop enforceabl

e

policy. Unions will have to

devote substantial resources to building active and broad-

based colalitions including woking people, women's organizations

and citizen groups. Governments must be compelled not to assume

through public funds the costs of correcting sex-based wage

discrimination.

There is no guarantee that strategies to defend the

public sector designed along these lines will be successful.
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In fact, the odds in the short run seem pretty heavily stacked.

As the examples cited in this study have suggested, however,

the state's ability to adapt its structures is not absolute.

The process of transforming public sector bargaining, just

one aspect of the state's attempt to manage the present economic

crisis, is not invulnerable to counter vailing pressures.

How, in precise terms, labour will exploit the potential

avenues open to it is not yet certain. As the losses at stake

for public service workers and their organizations become

even more ominous, it can only be hoped that they will not

retreat from a most formidable challenge.

Postscript: April, 1982

In the period since this paper was written, the situation

facing British Columbia labour has become more acute. Most

noteworthy, of course, is the Provincial Government's imposition

of wage controls on public sector workers. It is no accident

that such a move coincides with the attempt by large numbers

of female workers to achieve substantial "catch-up" wage

increases, based on the principle of equal pay for work of

equal value. The Hospital Employees Union, representing some

24,000 workers across the province, has made the issue a central

bargaining demand in its current round of negotiations. The

40 , 000-member British Columbia Government Employees Union is

also entering negotiations with a similar demand for its lowest

paid clerical workers (The Pacific Tribune .March 5,1982:3).

Also, the GVRD workers' contract expires at the end of this

year. With controls holding wage increases below the rate of

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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inflation and no provision for allowing settlements that would

end wage discrimination, it is unlikely that these demands

from workers will be met in the short term. Initial indications

from the unions, however, are that they will continue to fight

for equal pay for work of equal value, wage controls

notwithstanding. The direction and form that this struggle

takes will warrant our attention in the coming months.

NOTES

1. Figures based on calculations from data found in
Provincial and Municipal Finances (Toronto, Canada Tax
Foundation, T579) , Table 3-7 "Gross General Revenue
Estimates of Local Governments by Province, 1978:45.

2. Excluding a very small amount (.03 and .01 per cent of
total local government expenditure) paid by local
governments to provinces and hospitals, respectively.

3. Department of Finance, Economic Review (Ottawa:
Ministry of Supply and Services, April 1981), Reference
Table 70, "Allocation of Expenditures by Level of
Government Before and After Transfer Payments 1926-1980:
194.

4. My calculations are based on Provincial and Municipal
Finances (1979 ed

.
) tables regarding Education, Heal th

and Welfare Spending by Local Governments: 216,202 and
243.

5. Publicly-owned corporations and the institution of
user-fees are exceptions to this. In addition, local
utilities exercise some discretion with respect to
hydro-electric power and the sale of water.

6. Central Statistics Bureau, Ministry of Industry and
Development of Small Business, Victoria, British
Columbia .

7. Research Department, Canadian Union of Public Employees,
"Employer Accreditation in the Public Sector", submitted
to the British Columbia Ministry of Labour (February,
1978). CUPE has a series of briefs dealing with this
subject which provide historical data concerning
accreditation, in addition to critical analysis.
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Community Colleges and the Division Between
Mental and Manual Labour

David Robinson

Poulantzas ' (1978) analysis of the contribution of the educational

apparatus to the reproduction of the division between mental

and manual labour is elaborated upon to provide a theoretical

framework for examining community colleges in terms of their

relationship to the capitalist labour process. The thesis is

that community colleges legitimize political relations in the

labour process by defining the knowledge of graduates as inferior

to the knowledge of university-educated workers trained in

comparable specialities . Community college programs designed

for engineering technicians are discussed in seme detail and

a number of suggestions for future research are advanced.
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Cet article utilise I 'analyse de Poulantzas (1978) sur la

contribution de I 'appareil educatif dans la reproduction

ie la division entre travail manuel et travail intellectuel

-our elaborer un cadre theorique permettant I ' examen de la

relation entre les colleges communautaires et le proces du

travail aapitaliste . L'auteur soutient que les colleges

communautaires legitiment les relations politiques dans le

proc"es de travail en accordant un statut infirieur au savoir

de leurs gradues face aux universitaires formes dans des

domaines comparables . II analyse en detail les programmes

des colleges communautaires des techniciens en genie et

suggsere quelques avenues de recherche

.

Few theoretical or empirical analyses of community

college systems have been conducted by Canadian sociologists

of education. As Pike's (1981) recent review of Canadian

literature on postsecondary education makes very clear,

Canadian sociologists have devoted far less attention to the

area of higher education then they have to elementary and

secondary education. The most obvious reason for the paucity

of literature on community colleges is that their emergence

has been a very recent development in the history of post-

secondary education in Canada. In fact, most community colleges

first opened their doors to students in the early sixties.

In spite of their late inception in Canada, community colleges

currently serve a surprising proportion of postsecondary students,

Although universities continue to maintain the largest share

of graduates, in 1978, community colleges awarded 62,443
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certificates and diplomas compared to 103,738 degrees awarded

by universities (Clark and Zsigmond , 1981 : 62 , 66) . In the

United States, where the genisis of community colleges can

be traced to the turn of the century, some sociological work

has been carried out. This literature emphasizes the extent

to which community colleges have contributed to a stratification

process in postsecondary education in the United States as

well as the implications of this process for individual

mobility (Pincus , 1978 , 1980; Karabel , 1977 ; Mayes, 1977; Bowles

and Gintis,1976; Zwerling , 1976)

.

1

In this paper, I will depart somewhat from this emphasis,

to focus on the role of community colleges in the transmission

of skills which are employable in the workplace. While the

stratification process is not the immediate concern here, it

is, however, an important one at a more general level. In

raising the issue of community colleges and work skills,

various perspectives which focus on the relationship between

schools and the workplace will be examined. After identifying

some of the shortcomings of this literature, an alternative

position will be proposed, one which focuses on the ideological

role of the educational system in the transmission of skills.

The work of Nicos Poulantzas on the contribution of the

educational apparatus to the reproduction of the division of

mental and manual labour will be utilized since it is

particularly helpful in understanding the relationship between

community college education and the capitalist workplace.

One of the most salient features of community college

systems in Canada is their emphasis on vocational training or

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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educational programs which are designed to prepare individuals

to assume particular positions in the work world (Martin and

Macdonell , 1978 : 28) . Unlike postsecondary education at the

university level, which is typically more general, community

college programs are often geared toward specific work

destinations. As the designation "community college" conveys,

many of these institutions are perceived as responding to

particular labour market demands arising in the communities

in which they are situated. A variety of career -or iented

programs are offered to students: training in numerous

engineering and medical technologies, nursing studies, clerical

and business education, and various other vocational programs

which evoke images of skilled positions in the realm of work.

The term "community college" is normally associated with larger

educational establishments offering a comprehensive range of

postsecondary programs. In addition, a variety of more

specialized institutions such as schools of technology,

agriculture, and nursing, can be included under the broad

category of "community college". In comparison to the type of

credential conferred by the university, community colleges

offer no degrees, although, in some provinces, studies may be

continued at the university level. Community college programs

usually lead to certificates and diplomas, with courses varying

2

in length from one to three years of study."

Although the "training for skills" function is often

explicitly claimed by community colleges, recent "conflict"

interpretations of schooling call such an assertion into

question (Bowles and Gintis,1976; Shecter , 197" ; Collins , 1979;
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harp, 1980). For example, sociologists who have investigated

the origins of public education in Canada have advanced the

view that the need for technical skills was never a major

impetus in the development of Canadian educational policy.

Nor, as its proponents implied, was universal public education

designed to provide mobility for the masses. The schools

were depended upon to constitute "a successful program of

integration" which "would lead to a passivity on the part of

people towards the inequality of society" (Harp , 1980 : 222)

.

According to Shecter (1977:379), the school system was

fashioned to train workers who would be sufficiently

disciplined to perform the function of labour in industrial

capitalism. Bleasdale (1978:14) writes: "The social organization

of the school was, in its early form, an almost exact replica

of factory organization." With specific regard to technical

and vocational training in Canada, after examining the

historical record, Shecter (1977:390-398) and Harp (1980:

222-224) arrive at similar judgements. They conclude that the

real goal behind such education reflected its social control

potential rather than a desire to deliver technical skills.

A number of theoretical stances concerning the school's

ability to supply technical skills can be isolated. The

perspective which views the education system as primarily

engaged in training students to fulfil the technical requirements

of work has been identified as "technological functionalism"

in the sociological literature on education. Adherents of this

position, perhaps best represented by Burton Clarke (1962),

argue that the skills marketed by the school are tailored to

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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the exigencies of a technologically complex and advanced

societies. In contrast thecentral argument running through the

neo-Marxist stance put forward by Bowles and Gintis (1976)

is that the chief role of the school is to turn out students

whose non-cognitive personality traits and attitudes are

conducive to acquiescence in a capitalist work world. In this

view of the manner in which educational activities are

related to the workplace, the ostensible function of the

school in the delivery of cognitive or* technical skills

camouflages its role in producing students who will adapt

easily to the social relations of production. In this way,

the education system aids in the smooth reproduction of

capitalist society. Randall Collins amplifies on Bowles and

Gintis' position that the school's forte is not in the realm

of technical training. Writing in a neo-Weberian conflict

vein, Collins portrays the school as an agency for producing

and distributing status cultures, suggesting that status groups

manipulate educational policy in order to regulate entrance

into their particular ranks. The myriad types of knowledge

which the school produces are understood as contributions to

the identity and exclusiveness of status groups rather than

to the need for skilled workers. While Collins shares Bowles

and Gintis' indictment of technological functionalist theories,

his analysis does not proceed from a critique of capitalist

society.

Bowles and Gintis have influenced conceptions of the

relationship between schools and work more than any other recent

writers in the sociology of education. For this reason, the
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tenets of their thesis and the criticisms which have been

leveled against them will be explored further. In their

celebrated Schooling in Capitalist America , Bowles and Gintis

(1976:47) assert that, in the past, theorists have incorrectly

perceived work in capitalist society as essentially a

technical process requiring an education system which prepares

individuals for mastery of technical skills. Alternatively,

they point to work under capitalism as being principally a

social process demanding schools which equip students with

the social dispositions necessary for the success of the

capitalist system of production. Bowles and Gintis provide

examples of how the evolution of the education system in the

United States has been shaped by interests which have

primarily reflected capital's need for control over the

labour process, rather than for the technical expertise of

workers (1976:73-81). In their formulation of what has been

4
labeled the "correspondence principle", they describe how the

education system accomplishes its task:

The educational system helps integrate youth
into the economic system, we believe, through
a structural correspondence between its social
relations and those of production. The structure
of social relations in education not only inures
the student to the discipline of the work place,
but develops the type of personal demeanor, or
modes of self -presentation, self-image, and social-
class identifications which are the crucial
ingredients of job adequacy (1976:131).

Beyond correspondence at the aggregate level, the social

relations at varying levels in the education system correspond

to the social relations at different layers in the hierarchical

division of labour. Kence, emphasis on rule following at lower

levels of the education system (e.g., junior and senior high
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school) parallels the capitalist imperative of tight control

over workers at lower levels in the workplace. At higher

levels in the education system (e.g., university), the social

relations are arranged to prepare students for roles in

higher levels of the workplace where dependability and

internalization ot the norms of tne enterprise are expected.

In their application of the correspondence principle

to the educational processes of community colleges, Bowles

and Gintis draw attention to the heavy vocational orientation

there compared to four-year universities. They suggest that

community colleges have evolved in response to the needs

generated by the expansion of corporate capital for new kinds

of workers which they define as "skilled sub-professional

white-collar workers" (1976:205,206). With regard to social

relations, their impression is that the general milieu of the

commmunity college classroom bears more resemblance to the

high school than to the university. Community colleges have

often been described as "high schools with ashtrays" (1976:

2] 2). More guidance and control is operative in the community

college, there is much less room for individual decision-

making regarding selection of courses, and the student is

restrictd in the pursuit of a liberal education. Bowles and

Gintis also remark that discipline is stressed much more in

the community college than in the university, with specific

assignments and deadlines more likely to be employed in

evaluation procedures.

Bowles and Gintis' work has been helpful in identifying

elements of the education system which had previously escaped
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the attention of sociologists. Their contribution has, however,

met with a critical reception from neo-Marxists as well as

sociologists of other theoretical persuasions. The most

pervasive objection to their analysis is that it over-estimates

the fit between education systems and the capitalist workplace.

Shapiro (1980), while defending the position that schools

assist in the maintnance of the capitalist system, allows the

school much more autonomy from the direct influence of capital

on educational policy. He suggests that, far from being

completely malleable, education systems experience much

conflict and contradiction. Gorlick C1977) and Apple (1980)

join in this criticism, contending that students do not merely

submit passively to the social relations of the classroom.

Moreover, worker resistance to the social relations in the

workplace is ubiquitous. The implication is that the

correspondence principle may not be functioning as Bowles and

Gintis believe.

Another major problem is that Bowles and Gintis' approach

neglects a large area of investigation which may be crucial

in explicating the ideological role of education systems in

capitalist society. The concern here is that Bowles and Gintis

have taken for granted the formal or overt curriculum of the

school by focusing almost exclusively on what has been feferred

to as the "hidden curriculum" (White , 1980 : 56 , 57 , 81) . In the

sociology of education literature, the "hidden curriculum"

pertains to the mechanisms by which values and norms are

promoted by the school. As opposed to the formal content of

the explicit curriculum (i.e., such school subjects as

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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mathematics and reading) , the "hidden curriculum" operates

through "the organization of the classroom and the rewards

and punishments schools employ to regulate student behavior"

(.
Hum, 1978 : 192) . In this context, because Bowles and Gintis

view the relationship between the education system and the

workplace almost exclusively in terms of how the former

reproduces the social relations of work, they omit analysis

of what is transmitted to students through the overt or

explicit curriculum. Recent developments in the perspective emerging

in Britain "the new sociology of education", have challenged

this convention of taking the school curriculum as a given.

This work points to the importance of examining the nature of

school knowledge, an area which has previously remained
o

unexplored by sociologists. Bowles and Gintis' assumption

that the capitalist system does not rely upon the school for

technical skills appears to have prevented them from

considering the fact that students at all levels of the education

system spend most of their school hours learning and being

taught what is presented as "objective knowledge".

Even if it is conceded that the school's role in

reproducing the social relations of production supercedes its

contribution to the technical forces of production, it would

not be safe to assume that the school has no contribution to

nake in training workers to perform specific skills. Many

workers arrive at the workplace ready to carry out tasks which

rhey would be unprepared to conduct successfully if it were not

for their educational experience. For example, the computer

programmer must learn the skills necessary to command particular
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computer operations, the draughtsman must be proficient in

executing designs on the draughtboard, and the medical

practicioner must know the appropriate treatments to prescribe

for given illnesses. That the educational system at various

levels has the capacity to equip individuals with skills which

are, to some extent, applicable in the workplace cannot be

q
debated. What can be questioned is the logic by which these

skills are organized or divided in the capitalist workplace

and, subsequently, how the education system succeeds or fails

in responding to such logic. It is in this respect that it

becomes important to closely scrutinize the overt curriculum

which pertains to the delivery of technical skill , and how

it relates to the capitalist workplace.

From this vantage point, what warrants study is not

only the varying social relations at different levels of the

education system but, also, the types of knowledge which are

peculiar to particular levels. The sociological investigation

of classroom knowledge is particularly important when it is

considered that the education system is purported to be an

agency which generates and dispenses "knowledge". This is not

intended to suggest that the elements of the hidden curriculum

are of no significance. As Apple proposes (1979:40), there is

a complementary interplay between the social relations of the

classroom and the formal corpus of school knowledge. Nevertheless,

it is certainly true that sociologists need to know much more

about classroom knowledge and its affinity to the workplace.

Before proceeding to an examination of the relationship

between the community college curriculum and the organization

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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of the capitalist labour process, it is necessary to review

some of the primary characteristics of the latter. The owners

of the means of production organize and control the labour

process to correspond to their interests. Work under capitalism

is not arranged and modified according to the needs of the

workers who perform the labour. Braverman's (1974) work has

been useful in identifying features of the division of labour

in monopoly capitalism. A central theme in his writing is

that the capitalist labour process separates the functions

of conception and execution: "The separation of hand and brain

is the most decisive single step in the division of labour

taken by the capitalist mode of production" (Braverman, 1974

:

126). This separation results in a small number of managers

becoming responsible for the mental labour involved in planning

and organizing production while the majority of workers simply

carry out the work which has been conceived by management.

Effectively, capital's monopolization of the technical knowledge

of the labour process is ensured and workers are prevented

from initiating any changes in the organization of production.

Poulantzas (1978) has given more rigorous theoretical

attention to the notion of the separation of conception from

execution, which he speaks of as the mental/manual division of

labour. He is emphatic on the point that the division of

mental and manual labour is essentially an ideological division

rather than one inherent in the actual technologies of capitalist

production. It is in this context that he writes (1978:225):

"In the actual organization of the labour process, the social

division of labour, directly dependant on the relations of
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production, dominates the technical division." Echoing

Braverman, Poulantzas asserts that this division takes place

as a condition for ensuring that knowledge is monopolized by

capital, through its agents, and removed from the direct

producers or manual labourers. The work of mental labour is

more precisely delimited in the following manner (1978:238):

We could thus say that every form of work that
takes the form of a knowledge from which the
direct producers are excluded, falls on the
mental labour side of the capitalist production
process, irrespective of its empirical/natural
content, and that this is so whether the direct
producers actually do know how to perform this
work but do not do so (again not by chance) , or
whether they in fact do not know how to perform
it (since they are systematically kept away from
it) , or whether again there is quite simply
nothing that needs to be known.

The management and supervision of workers, which

constitutes political relations in the capitalist labour

process, are legitimized by the division of mental and manual

labour. The functions of management and supervision in their

capitalist form are justified by the concentration of knowledge

or technical expertise in the hands of those individuals who

carry out these functions. Poulantzas describes this

monopolization as a "secrecy of knowledge" which excludes

manual labour and is a further step in the capitalist compulsion

to detach the direct producers from their means of production.

Manual labourers are ideologcally dominated by capital in the

sense that the knowledge they are supposed not to possess is

depicted as the basis for their preclusion from participation

in the organization of production. Poulantzas elaborates (1978:241)

it is not by chance that the various categories of
foreman who perform direct supervisory tasks also

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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present thenselves as bearers of a particular
knowledge in relation to the workers whom they
control. This is precisely how this work of
management and control that is necessary to
every "co-operative process" falls to mental
labour within the capitalist social division
of labour.

Gorz (1976:175,176) provides a good example of how the

possession of knowledge is used to defend political relations,

citing the reflections of a technician who justified his

supervisory role over manual workers on the basis of his

aquisition of training in calculus. The technician admitted

he did not use calculus in his job and that workers could

gain comparable knowledge through practical experience. He

maintained, however, that his calculus set him apart from

other workers because he had gained a more comprehensive

theoretical knowledge of the work supervised.

Most of Poulantzas' discussion of mental and manual

labour is specific to his theory of the political and ideological

determinants of the "new petty bourgeoisie". The "new petty

bourgeoisie" are agents of capital who perform unproductive

labour (economic determination), carry out the functions of

supervision and management in the labour process (political

determination) , and are located primarily on the mental side

of the division between mental and manual labour (ideological

determination). It is not necessary, however, to view the

division between mental and manual labour only as it pertains

to the class determination of the new petty bourgeoisie.

The division between mental and manual labour has wider

applications. IT exists in varying degrees within mental and

manual labour and can be understood as a process tendential to
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1 2
alJ levels of the labour process (1978:255). On the side of

manual labour, Poulantzas notes that the division between

mental and manual labour is manifested in the various

partitions of skill that exist in the labour process (unskilled,

semi-skilled , etc. ) . Understood as a monopolization of knowledge

which legitimates political relations, the division between

mental and manual labour can also be detected in work categories

which have traditionally been perceived as mental in orientation.

Braverman (1974:243-258) illustrates this point in his treatment

of how the functions of conception and execution are separated

in clerical work as management takes possession of the knowledge

involved in the technology of office work. The same holds true

for scientific workers who perform supervisory and management

functions. Braverman (1974:236-247) portrays their work as

being divided in such a manner that knowledge is concentrated

in varying measures at different levels within their ranks.

Poulantzas devotes considerable attention to the

contribution of the capitalist education system to the

reproduction of the division between mental and manual labour

(1978:259-270). Although based upon observations of the

French educational system, his basic propositions may be re-

worked and applied to the role played by community colleges

in the division between mental and manual labour. First,

Poulantzas considers the major role of the school to be the

preparation of mental labour for its function in capitalist

production. At the level of higher education, this is achieved

through the provision of a general knowledge of the symbols

and rituals of technical expertise appropriate to mental labour.
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At levels ir the system charged with preparation for manual

labour, interest is mainly in teaching "discipline, respect

for authority, and the veneration of mental labour that is

always "somewhere else" in the educational apparatus" (1978:

266). Poulantzas assigns no weight to the ability of the

educational system to transfer specific skills to students

who will carry out manual work. All components of the educational

process in elementary and secondary schools are dismissed as

having no utility, with the exception of the hidden curriculum.

Similarly, Poulantzas proposes that the education of mental

labour is so general that it is not geared toward providing

specific technical skills. Again, he emphasizes that the

primarv educational transmission at this level entails the

ideological "secrecy of knowledge" which elevates mental labour

above manual labour. Poulantzas' position is well summarized

in the following statement (1978:266):

The main role of the capitalist school is not to
"qualify" manual and mental labour in different
ways, but far more to disqualify manual labour
(to subjugate it) , by only qualifying mental labour

There is no doubt that, in expounding his position on

education, Poulantzas has exaggerated the role of the division

between mental and manual labour. In dichotomizing the education

system in terms of preparation for mental and manual labour,

he ignores subtle variations at different levels in the system.

In one sense, it could even be argued that Poulantzas' analysis

of the training of manual labour brings us no further than the

correspondence principle, in that he reduces the schooling

process to the operation of the hidden curriculum. What is

seminal about Poulantzas' thinking on the school, however, is
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that he credits the education system with the capacity to

inculcate particular conceptions of mental and manual labour

which aid in the legitimation of the capitalist division of

labour

.

Elements of the division between mental and manual

labour are visible in the way in which the education system

fragments knowledge to reflect different levels of skills.

This is evident in the categories of credentials for many

professional specializations, each purporting to correspond

to a particular concentration of knowledge or technical

expertise. The community college system plays a crucial role

in this fragmentation of knowledge. In many cases, the programs

available to students relegate them to places in the labour

process which are associated with lower or intermediate rungs

in the hierarchy of knowledge. Graduates of university programs,

on the other hand, are placed in the upper reaches of the

hierarchy^ If we refer to the division between mental and

manual labour in terms of the propensity for knowledge to be

monopolized at certain levels in the labour process, it is not

difficult to locate community college graduates on the manual

side of the division in contrast to university graduates.

The discrepancy between the places occupied by the two

groups in the workplace is demonstrated in Table 1, which

presents the most frequent occupational categories of students

who graduated from community colleges and universities in 1976.

The figures are based on the 1978 Statistics Canada employment

outcome survey, involving a sample of 29,609 postsecondary

graduates (Clark and Zsigmond ,1981)

.
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table 1

Most frequent occupations of 1976

university and college graduates

senior § middle managers

management support (accountants,

auditors, financial 5 personnel

officers, etc.)

architects 5 engineers

architecture S engineering technologists,

draughting occupations, surveyors

salespeople (commodities)

elementary 5 secondary school

teaching 5 related occupations

vocational § community college,

§ specialized teachers

mathematicians, statiticians,

computer scientists

physicians, dentists, veterinarians

pharmacists, dieticians, optometrists,

medical 5 dental technologists

nurses, therapists

lawyers 5 other law occupations

social welfare, community service
workers

finance 5 statistics clerks

stenographers 5 typists

general office clerks

other

»

University
average
annual
salary $

5

College
average
annual
salary $

7.4 17,200 4.5 12,600

6.9 14,500 3.1 13,100

4.8 18,200 - -

- - 5.5 13,500

2.8 13,900 4.6 11,000

29.5 15,8-- 2.7 8,900

4.1 16,000 - -

2.7 16,100 - -

2.4 18,800 - -

- - 6.5 12,400

- - 20.0 13,000

3.2 16,000 - -

2.8 14,100 - -

- - 4.2 9,600

- - 6.8 9,100

- - 2.6 10,000

33.4 13,500 39.7 12,500

100.0 100.0total
Source:
Table 1 is taken from Tab]e 6 and 7 of Clark and Zsigmond (1981:63,67). The

figures represent estimates based on the total sub-sample of 18,849 university

graduates and 10,790 college graduates. Data on the occupations of 4,629

respondents (15.61 of the total sample) were not available. Only the ten

most frequent occuptional categories for each group are indicated. Consequently,

emptv cells do not imply freqencies of zero. The actual frequencies for many

of the emptv cells, however, would be too small to permit statistical reliability

Sub-sample sizes and missing data documentation arp derived from the Statistics

Canada 1976 Employment Outcome Survey data file maintained by the Social Science

Data Archives, Carleton University, Ottawa.
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The sample was designed to represent the 1976 Canadian cohort

of 26,250 "college", and 66,481 university graduates from

nine provinces (Qubec was excluded). The tabulations reveal

that, relative to university graduates, community college

graduates have a much lower rate of participation at the

managerial decision-making level. Moreover, the large

differences in salaries imply that community college graduates

who are employed in this category are likely to be assigned to

the lower echelons. Their representation in the "management

support" category leads to a similar conclusion about their

position in the workplace relative to university graduates.

The clerical occupations, where a large number of community

college graduates are clustered, suggest roles comprised of

little control over the direction and organization of work.

It is also notable that, in the classifications related to

engineering and health services, community college graduates

fulfil support or assistant functions to higher level positions

which are linked to university training.

A range of occupational specializations, such as business

administration, engineering, and health sciences, may be

pursued at both the university and community college levels.

What often distinguishes community college programs from

university programs within the same specialization, however,

is that recruits of the former are prepared for positions which

are frequently subject to the supervision of university

graduates in the political relations of the labour process.

Titles such as "assistants", "technicians"., and "technologists"

abound in the course offerings of community colleges and are

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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indicative of the positions community college graduates

occupy vis-a-vis workers who have completed university degrees.

The specific tasks which its graduates are and are not qualified

to perform in the actual work setting are often made quite

explicit by the community college. For instance, in an academic

calendar for one of Ontario's Colleges of Applied Arts and

Technology (CAATs) , the roles of graduates are often negatively

defined in terms of what the graduate cannot expect to do.

It is not uncommon for course descriptions to declare that

certain work duties are reserved only for individuals who

possess the kind of advanced training provided by universities.

In turn, students are alerted to the fact that these superior-

qualified workers will be responsible for supervising the work

of community college graduates. One is left with the distinct

impression that this community college wished to allay any

illusions about the scope of the training it provided, and to

establish that the knowledge it had to offer was inferior to

that of the university.

A good example of how the community college circumscribes

the range of students' work skills in relation to "advanced"

university education is provided in the training of engineering

technicians and technologists. Accounting for about 16.2 per

cent of community college graduates in 1976 (Clark and Zsigmond,

1981:54), the case of technicians and technologists is worth

chronicling in some detail. A UNESCO document which reports on

an international comparison of the education of technicians

and technologists, describes the work of this group as "middle

men". According to the report, their activities fall between
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lower level "craftsmen" and university trained engineers,

"top level personnel" (French. 1981 : 16-17 ) . Braverman (1974:

236-247) has noted that, under monopoly capitalism, the

separation of conception from execution has penetrated the

work of engineers and other scientists. He atttributes the

appearance of a middle layer cadre of technical workers to

this phenomenon within the engineering profession. Referring

to the new group of technical workers, he writes (1974:245,246):

There is generally no accepted definition of the
term but the distinguishing characteristic of the
technician is that he or she functions as a "support"
for the engineer or scientist; the routine which
can be passed to a lower-paid and slightly trained
person goes to the technician.

The two to three year community college training period

undergone by Canadian technicians and technologists would

17
suggest that they are more than "slightly" trained.

Utilizing Poulantzas' criterion, however, it is clear that

this group would incline towards the manual side of the

division between mental and manual labour, in light of their

relationship to engineers.

In the province of Ontario, materials promoting technician

and technologist careers in the various engineering specialities

emphasize that training in such fields offers challenging

opportunities in the labour force, where comprehensive practical

and theoretical skills will be demanded. The accompanying

enumerations of routines in which graduates are expected to

show competence, point, however, to very specific work skills.

The materials intimate that more creative work is the preserve

of professional engineers who will summon the services of

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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operations necessary to test their ideas. When more stimulating

responsibilities are delegated, aspiring technicians and

technologists are assured that engineers will often be available

to provide direction. It is not unreasonable to speculate

that engineering technology students are reminded daily of the

relative merits of their knowledge to that of engineers.

Frequently, their instructors are professional engineers who

have had several years of industrial experience before teaching.

Not only is educational experience presented as the basis

for the exclusion of technicians and technologists from much

of the work of engineers, but, within the area of engineering

technology itself, there is a further differentiation. The

training of technicians, which normally lasts for two years

in the community college, is designed to develop skills which

are more manual in nature than those of the technologist. The

technologist, whose schooling is extended to an additional

year, is supposedly certified for more theoretical pursuits.

As an electronics engineering technology instructor in an

Ontario CAAT put it, the work of the technician is a "hands-on

operation" while the technologist's duties require more

"thinking". In turn, just as the engineer's training justifies

the supervisory role over technicians 3nd technologists, the

technologist will sometimes be responsible for overseeing the

work of technicians. In Ontario, many of the technician and

technology programs share a common core of courses during the

first four semesters of study, with technologists remaining

for a fifth and sixth semester. Eight months' of supplementary
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training apparently equips technologists with the necessary

knowledge to enable them to take a superordinate position to

technicians. The role of the educational system in the

legitimation of political relations in the labour process is

particularly evident in this example. The argument has

additional cogency when we consider that the schooling of most

engineers, whose knowledge is reputed to be "advanced" in

comparison to the knowledge of technicians and technologists,

takes place in four years of university training.

The education system makes a very definitive contribution

to the reproduction of the division between mental and manual

labour as it applies to the case of engineers and the engineering

technology coterie. In fact, the education system appears to

have been structured to permanently maintain the sharp division

between the two groups. To take the example of Ontario again,

the terminal quality of community college credentials prevents

technicians and technologists from building on their educational

experience to become engineers. The only course open to them-

is to enrol in a university engineering program. Clement (1981:

213-214) provides a good example of this educational barrier

in one of the INCO mining company's research and development

department where engineers and technicians worked closely

together in a team environment. In spite of a fair degree of

autonomy and input into the research process, the only strategy

for career mobility available to the community college- trained

technician was a return to school to pursue a university degree.

Because the diplomas and certificates awarded by CAATs are not

transferable to university programs, to attain the status of

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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engineer the technician or technologist must return to "square

one" in the postsecondary system.

While I have focused on the training of engineering

technicians and technologists, it would not be difficult to

expand the analysis to other community college programs. As

alluded earlier, a large number of programs are geared towards

preparing graduates for roles in the workplace which are

subordinate to positions filled by individuals with university

training. With its many skill distinctions, the health sciences

field provides parallels to the engineering speciality in terms

of the division between mental and manual labour. Community

college programs related to dental, laboratory, and pharmacy

technology are also comparable to engineering technician and

technologist programs. The field of nursing comprises the

largest segment of community college graduates. This is clearly

a field subservient to medical careers reserved for university

graduates, including nurses trained in four-year Bachelor of

Science programs. Finally, community college courses that

provide training for cartographic, survey, architectural,

museum, and library technicians, and assistants in the legal

and accounting professions, can be situated within this

19
discussion.

Theorists influenced by the technological functionalist

paradigm might, argue that the various divisions in postsecondary

education reflect the need to arrange the education system in

a manner which efficiently transmits technical skills. Included

in this tradition would be the insistence that advances in

science and technology have made it necessary to organize
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training so that certain individuals master the practical

skills required to execute technical advances made in production.

At a more theoretical level, the education system is requested

to supply a cadre of experts who posses the esoteric knowledge

needed to introduce improvements and innovations, as well as

to supervise workers who are involved in more rudimentary facets

of production. Implicit in this view is the assumption that

the arrangement of technical roles in production emanates

naturally from the progress of technology, and that the labour

process is rationally organized to guarantee that production

proceeds at maximum efficiency. It is not reconcilable with

the Marxist premise that the technical division of labour is

shaped by the social division of labour. The ideological

components of the education system, which operate to maintain

the technical division of labour endemic to capitalism, are

undiscovered because the technical knowledge disseminated by

the school and its application to production are taken for

granted.

The thesis of this paper also contradicts some of the

tenets of Bowles and Gintis' neo-Marxist approach. They do not

include an analysis of the formal curriculum of the school

and it will be recalled that they perceive the education system

as engaged chiefly in the preparation of workers for the

social relations of production rather than the training of

students for technical competence in the field of work.

I submit, however, that the transmission of work skills is

central to the role of the community college system. This

training function is relevant not so much for its technical

Alternate Routes vol. 5 1982
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contribution to production, as for its ideological role in

the reproduction between mental and manual labour.

This position has a number of implications for further

research. Several questions arise regarding mechanisms within

the community college curriculum which serve to mould students'

conceptions about their role in the labour process. It is

important to focus on how the knowledge presented in the community

college classroom is compared to the knowledge university

graduates are believed to possess. The promotional literature

which the community college prepares to attract its clientele

seems to convey the notion that the community college is more

elementary than the university. The actual dynamics of how

this view is imparted to students, however, requires examination.

Answers to these questions may revolve primarily around an

appraisal of the overt curriculum. The problem of how

constituents of the hidden curriculum interact and conform

with the overt curriculum may also be relevant. In this

connection, it would be appropriate to consider how the modes

of social control and organizational structures within the

two main branches of postsecondary education reinforce the

division between mental and manual labour. In focusing on

particular programs, careful attention must be given to the

way in which community college curricula vary from university

programs in comparable specialities. It may be that community

college and university students in related fields share

similar curriculum content. If so, an identification of the

efforts made to legitimize these similarities will become an

essential part of the investigation. An integral component
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of the overall inquiry would be an examination of the responses

of community college students to their anticipated roles in

the workplace as well as their perceptions of the positions

they will assume in relation to university students. More

particularly, such an analysis would be remiss if it failed

to probe the possible forms of resistance which community

college students exhibit toward the school's assignment of

their position in the labour process.

The research concerns posed above coincide with many of

the questions which have been generated by the "new sociology

of education" and methods which have predominated in research

being carried out within this perspective may be borrowed.

Qualitative approaches aimed at uncovering elements of the

curriculum which assist in the reproduction of the division

between mental and manual labour would have great utility in

addressing these questions empirically. This would entail lengthy

observations in classrooms in order to assess the content

of the curriculum as it relates to the labour process, its mode

of presentation and the student response to it. Further insight

could be gained through informal discussions with students,

instructors and administrators. Without doubt, such a research

programmatic would demand tremendous resources of time and

commitment from investigators. In this way, much could

be learned, however, not only about the role played by the school in

the reproduction of the division between mental and manual

labour, but also about the wider ideological processes in which

the community college is immersed.
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Various authors point to the fact that community
college students are recruited from lower income and
education groups than are students in universities.
In addition, the positions which community college
graduates eventually occupy in the work world are
inferior to those of university graduates in terms
of prestige and financial reward. Canadian data on the
background characteristics of university and community
college students show a similar trend for Canada
(Pike, 1980:130; Porter, Porter and Blishen, 1979;
Dennison et al.,1975). Supplementary to the family
background data, a Statistics Canada (Clark and Zsigmond,
1981) report on 1976 postsecondary graduates confirms
that community college graduates command lower salaries
than their university trained counterparts.

It should be stated at the outset that the nature of
community colleges varies by province in Canada. Some
community colleges offer only terminal career programs
(Ontario) while others offer a mixture of terminal
programs and programs which may be continued or
transferred to studies at universites (British Columbia,
Quebec'. At the same time, community colleges have in
common a non-degree granting status. For more detailed
accounts of the diversity of community colleges in
Canada, consult Martin and McDonell (1978:28-32) and
Harvey [1973:57-60).

See Karabel and Halsey's (197") review of theoretical
work in the sociology of education, where the tenets of
technological functionalism and other competing
theoretical perspectives in the sub-discipline are
delineated

.

Several other American educational theorists have
posited similar versions of Bowles and Gintis'
'correspondence principle" (Behn, et al. ,1976; Carter,
19"6; Levin, 1976).

It is interesting to note that they draw attention to
the fact that the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
in the United States has had a significant impact on
the patterning of the community college system in the
United States. Their insinuation is that capital's
interests have been represented in the development of
policy on community college education. They also note,
as has Karabel (1977), that the needs of capital in the
area of curricula are represented on an ongoing basis
by members from local business communities on community
college advisory boards.

Paul Willis' (1977) important British study gives
empirical support to this contention.
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7. In some instances, it is difficult to separate the

hidden and overt curricula, since both have the ability

to impart norms and values. For example, McDiarimid

and Pratt (1971) have demonstrated that the presentation

of Canadian history in elementary schools (which would

be identified as part of the overt curriculum) has

often encouraged negative values and beliefs about

trade unions, racial groups, and certain political

systems, etc.

8 Advocates of this perspective prescribe a sociology

of education which takes as problematic "what counts

as educational knowledge and how it is made available"

(Young, 1971: 2) . Although much of this work focuses on

classroom knowledge as negotiable between teachers

and students and has been faulted for failing to take

into account the external structural constraints on

the school (Sharp and Green, 1975 :
16 -35) , it has

stimulated research in the area of curriculum. For a

review of the major theoretical positions of the

"new sociology of education" see Hum (1976).

9 This remark must be qualified with the acknowledgement

that we may question how well the education system

prepares individuals. Collins (1979) has argued

persuasively that the education system is less efficient

as a training ground for workers than on-the-job

training. He contends that workers must supplement

their educational training with much practical work

experience before they become successful at their work.

10. Braverman (1974:114) notes that the designation

"separation of conception from execution" and "the

separation of mental and manual labour" are roughly

equivalent. However, he favours the use of the

"separation of conception from execution" since it

applies not only to the removal of conception (brain

workl from the work of those who perform manual labour

(hand work), but also to mental labour itself.

11 In making use of Poulantzas' concept of the division

between mental and manual labour it is not imperative

to accept his theorizing on the determination of class

boundaries in toto. For example, Wright (1978a:53)

questions the validity of using the division between

mental and manual labour as the ideological determinant

of class boundaries when there are many forms of

ideological domination in the labour process.

Notwithstanding this reservation, Wright (1978b : 196-197)

concurs that the division is an important form ot

ideological domination.

12 Poulantzas suggests that it is not appropriate to think

of the division between mental and manual labour in
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terms of "clean jobs" and "dirty jobs", and reminds
us that no work can be conceived of as totally devoid
of a mental or intellectual component (1978:325,254).

13. See Shapiro (1980) for an excellent exposition of the
major insights of Poulantzas on education.

14. In one of his last essays, John Porter (1979:263-280)
cites Braverman's analysis of "the degradation of work
in the twentieth century". Porter noted that the
education system has spawned an "elite" of highly
educated experts whose university training places them
in a powerful position in production. In spite of the
inflated qualifications needed to procure positions
under the experts, Porter suggested that many of these
subordinate roles involved routinized work that really
required little training. While he hesitated to lay
the blame on the technical division of labour unique
to capitalism, Porter was andamant in his assessment
that our esteem for credentials represented a misplaced
respect that contributed to inequality in access to
material privileges and input in the shaping of future
society.

15. The Statistics Canada report grouped all non-university
postsecondary graduates under the category of "colleges"
(Clark and Zsigmond , 1981 : 38) . Included in this grouping
were graduates of colleges of applied arts and
sciences, community colleges, institutes of technology,
and all other postsecondary institutions which do not
offer degree programs (e.g. surveying, agriculture,
and nursing schools). The term "college" is equivalent
to the term "community college" used throughout this
paper .

16. American writers have recognized other features of the
community college which are inferior to the university
in the United States (Zwerling , 1976 ; Aronowitz , 1973

:

90-91). These authors call attention to the disparity
between the two types of institutions with regard to the
funds at their disposal for physical and cultural
resources, and point to a cultural poverty of community
college campus life.

17. French (1981:87-89) gives a brief overview of Canada's
system for training technicians and technologists.

18. In Ontario, community college instructors are required
to have work experience in an area other than teaching.

19. For a more comprehensive list of similar courses of
instruction available at the community college level in
Ontario see Horizons 1981/82 (Ontario Ministry of
Colleges and Universities, 1981:10-17).
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leurs articles

* La date limite de reception des articles
est le 21 octobre 1982

* Veuillez faire parvenir vos articles a:

Alternate Routes
Department of Sociology
and Anthropology
Carleton University
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
K1S SB6
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NOTES TO CONTRIBUTORS

A Iternate Routes is printed by the photo-offset

process directly from typed manuscripts . Papers may be

submitted for consideration in any format but we ask that

they be typed and double-spaced with appropriate referencing

and bibliography . If accepted for publication, we will

forward editors' comments and a style sheet.
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